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Preface

Information on humanities in two-year colleges is scattered
through a variety of sources. National studies, single college
reports, dissertations all must be periised for a total picture
to be discerned. Nor are the disciplines within the humanities
reported evenly. One finds a broad-scale study conducted by a
professional society in one subject_area with only a few state or
local reports to complement it in others. Still, the diligent re-
searcher can put together a compilation that presentS a map of
all the humanities even though some regions must bLabeled
"Unexplored Terfitory." 4

This monograph reviews patterns of curriculum in the
humanities in two-year colleges. The project was conceived by
Arthur M. Cohen and Florence B. Brawer. The literature search
was done by Joli Adams and Deborah Crandall, assisted by Wil-
liam Cohen, with Ms. Crandall drafting thd review. The manu-
script was revised and edited by Arthur M. Cohen. Illustrations
are by William Cohen. ....

Other reviews in this series- cover the literature discussing
humanities students and the faculty teaching the- humanities. All
the reviews are prepared by staff members of the Center for the
Study of Community Colleges under a grant froin the National
Endowsrnent for the Humanities, a federal agency established
by Congress to support research, education, and public activ-
ities in the humanities. They are disseminated by the ERIC
Clearinghouse for junior Colleges pursuant to a contract with
the National Institute of Education. The support of both these
agencies is gratefully acknowledged.

ARTHUR M. COHEN
University of California,Los,Angeles
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IA troduetion

What can be said about the humanities in two-year colleges?

Are they being compromised by "renopdial" studies? Are they
collapsing under the weight of occupational and technical educa-
tion? Or are they flourishing in new curricular patterns? As
revealed in this reNiew, none of these extreme positions is true.
The humanities lemain alive, maintaining their traditional form in
the -college parallel" courses, often reforming in interdisciplinary
combfnations in courses for the new students.

A word about cm riculum in general is appropriate here. Cur-
riculum in the community college the dominant type of .suh-
baccalaureate, accredited, associate degree-granting institution
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is dictated by student preference, not institutional philosophy.
The collimunity college is dedicated to giving the community
the kind of education if wants. Accordingly, except in the tech-
nical fields that hake strict requirements imposed by outside
agencies (e.g.. nursing '-and police training), a student can put
together a program comprised' pretty much of the courses he
takes a his own k olition. And what he elects to take is dominated
by the requirements of the baccalaureate transfer institution to
which he aspires, or by his own .interests andlendencies of the
moment. rp this climate the humanities must stand on their own,
competing with job_ training programs and hobby courses as well-
as with the other disciplines for student favor.

This monograph is organized by subject area art history
appreciation, modern foreign languages, history, and soon

because that is the way the literatuie is organized., People in all
areas of education tend to write about their own subject field,
ignoring the other disciplines. And they _like to read about their

-own area as well. However, many gaps appear because few peo-
ple within the colleges write about what they are doing. This
spotty coverage is accentuated by the tendency to modify curric-
ulum without justification. Courses form and reform in response
to intramural trade-offs, few of which are described for extra-
mural eyes. Further,.even though we have limited this review
to the literature since 1960, the past 15 years have seen so many
institutional changes that much of it is certainly outdated.

Not all subjects are treated separately in the review because
some of the many humanistic disciplines° are not taught dis-
cretely, in two-year colleges. Linguistics, for example, is hardly
ever found alone but only in combination with English language
courses. Some disciplines are lacking totally in two-year colleges,
hence do not appear in the writings about these institutions;
jurisprudence falls in this category . Nevertlitss there is a sizable
literqture covering humanities in junior and community colleges
and much of it is reviewed heie.

* Aesthetics, art history and appreciation. comparative religion. cultural
anthropology, cultural geography, foreign languages, government. history,
jurisprudence. linguistics. literary criticism. literature, music history and
appreciation, philosophy, theater history and appreciation.
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Foreigp. Languags
Nations ode studies of foreign language instruction by Kant

(1969) and Brod ( 1971) report that as community colleges grew
in size and number they became increasingly significant as cen-
ters of foreign language instruction, In 1960, 455 two-year col- ,

leges reported foreign language registrations, by 1968 this num-
ber had grown to 754, or 79'i of the 950 community colleges re-

sponding to Kant's questionnaire and by 1970, the number had
increased to 861, or 79if all 1,091 community collrItrrthen in
operation. Between 1960 and 1968, community collZge foreign
language, registrations increased nearly, two-and-one-half 'times
and their share of the total ,college registrations in languages
increased horn I in 4It2 to nearly I in 8, by 1970 this figure was
1 in 7.



Although French 'is the most frequently taught language in
higher education- in general Kant, 1969), Spanish is the most
popular lan.guage taught in the community college. In 1964, 9%
more commungy colleges offered French than Spanish ( Ras-
sogianis, 1965 ). but by 1968, Spanish student enrollments ac-
counted 'for 45'1 of the registrations in the five leading languages
(Spanish, French, German, Italian, litisian), and French stu-
dents accounted for onl 337 (Kant, 1969). And in 1970, Spanish
students accounted for 50 47 of the registrations in the top five
languages and French students for only 307 ( Brod, 1971).

German holds a stead), hit distant third place in higher edu-
cation in general and in the community college 4n partiettlar. Ras-
sogianis' stmly found that 767 Of the 84 community colleges he
sampled offerKd at let one course in German. This was 20% fewer'
than the perc&itage that offered French and 9% fewer than the
percentage thA offered Spanish. German seems slowly to he
losing favor, howeN er, student registrations in German accounted
for 16,17 of the total registrations in the top five languages in
1968 and only 15.4(i in 1970 ( Kant, 1969; Brod, 1971).

All. other modern language's are also rans. Although Rtissian
is often found to he the fourth most commonly offered modern
foreign language ( Rassogiams, 1965; Hill, 1967; Kelley and Wil-
bur, 1970), Kaitt's .study found that nationwide. more community,
colleges offered Italian then Russian, and Celeste ( 1972) found
more Italian than Russianofferings in Illinois. Courses in Japanese,
Portuguese, Chinese,Airbic, Ukrainian, Noiwegian, Vietnamese,.
Polish; Gaelic, Swedish, Hindu, and Finnish among others are
also occAonally offered in community colleges. _

Classical languages neer Comprised a major part of the two-
, Year college curriculum and recent o,idence indicates they may

be fading out entirely. A sin. e% conducted by the Ommtnittee
on tIte State of the Classics of the American Philological Associa-
tion disco% ered the ". . almost complete disappearancr1 of Latin
from two -s ear colleges. A Nei few Junior colleges .canvassed re-
tain Latin 1 and 2, in \ cry rate case 3 and 4" ( Babcock lnd others,
1972, p. 256).

.

Rassogianis' 1965 stirs e of S1-public junior college catalogues
found that onb, 67 offtred ex en one cot se in Latin attld that ollly
2% offered at least one course in Gicek. This study also reported
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that only one junior college sainpled offered a- ceurse in Latin
literature, interestingly, this particular junior college offered six
suCh courses. Brod ( 1971 ) Connor (1970), and Kant ( 1969). in
separatenationwide studies, noted very few enrollments in Latin
and Greek. Kant's comprehensive, study found Latin offered in
50 junior colleges and Greek offered in 40 of 950 two-year colleges
surveyed. Of the total 130,628 students enrolled in community
college foreign language courses in 1968, Latin students accounted
for 1.1% and Greek students for .9%.

Connor ( 1970) found that in two-year colleges, four-year
colleges, and universities, Latin and Greek were the only lan-
guages of the top seve' ( French, Spanish, German, Russian,
Latin, Italian, Greek) to show a decline in absolute numbers in
the period 1965-68. The picture appeared to have changed three
years later. Celeste (1972) found that in 31 junior colleges in
Illinois, one of the states hav ing. large classical language enroll-,
ments in_.1967-68 according to the Connor study, there were no
Latin enrollments in either ,1970 or 1971 and no Latin majors or
Latin programs in either year. Classical Greek fared slightly
better. Although there were no particular Greek programs at any
Qf the junior colleges surveyed, there were 30 students enrolled
in Greek courses throughout the state and there was one classical
major (Celeste, 1972).

Reasons for shifting enrollment patterns hence.curiiculum
in all foreign languages are easily found. Historically, the study

of foreign langinges in community colleges haS been dependent
on language requirements at four,year colleges and universities.
Rassogianis found that junior colleges did not require foreign-
language study except as a prerequisite for transfer toward a B.A.
degree. Hines'. (1969) survey of foreign language programs in
Illinois community colleges found that 97% of the responding
colleges claimed that the most important reason for offering
foreign languages in public .yo-year colleges was to fulfill the
requirement for transferring students, 91% of the respondents
from private two -year colleges concurred, Hines concluded that
the future of foreign languages in the junior college .curriculum
depended on language requirements for liberal arts degrees in
four-year institutions.

5
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Hellinga (1970) also" stddied determinants of curriculuin in
'Illinois two-year colleges and found four-year college and univer-
sity requirckkriepts dominant. thmeer, he found a discreOncy
when-for ign language instructors were inter iewedthey claimed
that the prime inputs to curriculum determination were, "needs
abd desires of the students," influence of faculty and adminiStra-
tors,'and pressure of the community ( pp. 68, 69). The difference
seems to be that for Spanish, French, German, and Russian
the most widely offered foreign languages the transfer imper4
ative is dominant, but that for the less commonly taught lan-
guages, community and student body pressures are influential.

Kares (1972) study of foreign language curricula in Wash-
ington State community colleges also found that community
college foreign `language curricula were designed to parallel four-
year college courses. It was his t iew that this leads to disaster
for foreign language programs. -As universities drop or modify
their requirements, enrollments seem to drop at the tw9-year

.schools in the related studies. As enrollments drop, offerings are
cut. Ns offerings are cut, teachers are let go. Unless this chain of
cause and effect is broken, there may soon not be foreign lan-
guage programs in the community college at all" (p. 111).

Although it is tiiierttit studies pre lously, cited evidence a
net increase in the importance of community college fore
language study in higher education, this increase is closely ated
to the growth of community colleges in general; it is so true
that in individual community colleges, foreign langp ge enroll-
ments' are declining. Cordes (1972), an instructor of the College
of San Mateo (California) ) reports:

For many years our foreign language programs in French,
German, Russian, and Spanish were geared to meet the needs
of the students who transfeyred to the nearby state colleges and
universities. The recent changes in the language requirements

_ at receiving institutions caused, an unexpected drop in en-
rollmetitgat our College, because many students, if not the
majority, saw themselves as transfer students, even though that

i self-perception proved to be statistically inaccurate. Non-trans-
fer students were usually treated like transfer students however
different their reasons for taking a foreign language might have
been. "Academic Standards" v4gre the overriding concern of
the teachers (p. 210) .

6



Hickey 72) also found in a 1971 study two-year college
fore language programs' that enrollments were declining

er half of the colleges.
The relative declining enrollment can be attributed in some

instances to the fact that students roften are coups ed against
foreign languages. Buford (1973) reports that "...9 conynunity
college in Cleveland:

Foreign languages do not fare too well in the counseling area.
Since there are no foreign language degree requirements in the
Associate degree program, at times counselors have ad
students not to take foreign languages. If the student insists
is often told not to take more than one year of a foreign lan-
guage . . . The Associate of Arts program allows twenty-seven
'credits of electives. Since each foreign language course is a four
credit hour course, the student who elects two years of a foreign
language has only three hours free for another elective. To
the counselor's logic, it is thus foolish for the student to "put
all of his eggs into one basket" (p. 38).

It is probably for this reason that Hickey (1972) and Lewis
(1968,) found that many community' college students tend to
put off 'fulfillment of foreign language requirements until after
transfer.

Furthermore, several studies have shown that administrators
at the community college level are not prone to' favor foreign
languages. Buford claims, "The adrhinistration is not totally con-
vinced that foreign languages and other esoterica are 'necessary
components of human experience" (p. 38). Kelly and Wilbur

. (1970) also found that the major disadvantage of teaching
foreign language in a community college was the difficulty of
convincing administrators of the value of foreign language pro-
grams. Russo (1972) reports that many administrators are voca-
tion-career program oriented and harbor the sentiment of "Let

'them learn English."
Most studies show that as enrollments decline, comnimity

college foreign language instnictors' take a careful look at what
they are doing. Obviously, any attempt to determine what wand

.--appeal to students begins by questioning the students them-
elves. Archer and O'Rourke (1972) aid just that. Surveying the
students at Prairie State College (Illinois) to find out why enroll-

7 c
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ments in foreign language courses were declining, they discovered
that 72% evidenced ". j very strong interest in learning 'to speak
and comprehend a foreign language," and that 65% desired to
use the language in a practical way (p. 187). Based on these
findings, they concluded that most students actually were inter;
'ested in foreign language study, but due to commitments to satis-
fy other requirements and/or strong outside interests, they simply
did not have the necessary time (p. 189).

F

Hickey (1972) found ,that at the cOmmunityr colleges he
studied, students tended to take no mare than the basic two
semesters of foreign language. He lists numerous reasons for this
apparent indiffeience. 1) students switch to courses which will
prepare them' for gainful'employment,:2) few students can af-
ford to travel to countries where, they 'would he able to apply
what they have learned, 3) the balk courses seem icrele-
vant and impriwtical, 4), a lack of ilealistig_ career goals within,
the language CAW, 5), foreign langUages are Ito() dOcult they
require discipline and consistent study, 6) there istno greed for
foreign language in technical and scientific programs; and 7-)
students who are Interested plan to pick up, foreign languages,
after they transfer to a four-year institution. Altrpan ('1972) in
effect substantiates.flickey's reasons., He found that at Parkland
College ( Illinois as at most community colleges, the major-
ity of students use the college is a means to obtain specific and
limited Objectives, Some 90ri ofTarkland's students clasgifyov,oca-
tionally related goals as essential or impinant for them (p. 6

,

. Altman suggested ways to make foreign language instruc-
tion more appealing. The hest w, ay to do this, he decided, is for
foreign language instructors to design practical courses.'" Spanish
for Social Workers," "Scientific German," "Italian for Opera
Lovers," and "French for ChefS," are relevant and certainly ,of
direct use to the students 'vho hold those interests. Taking direct
aim, Altman also claimed that the, community *ollege was hypo-
critical in its stance towardcforeign. language.i9stniction:

It is ironic that.die community college, whosb`ediusationa1 mis-
sion is to 'provide opportunity for higher education and voca-
tional training to all qualified members of the community,
should operate in such a way that it caters only to the needs
'of the "academically tatented" or "academically inclined" as if

8
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Survival French and Beginning Canversdtion (in French, Lerman, _

and Spanish ) , carrying no credit, were -added tothe evening
division, Both enjoyed enthusiastic stud ent response. The third
course was even more of an experiment. The administration de-
cided to..try a nontrahsfer ,course in Reginning Conversation-
(French, German and Spanish) during the day, despite their
fears that this 14 ould deplete, their regular-daytime foreign_lan-
guage enrollments, but full .cUsses of French, German, and
Spanish Conversation were added to the curriculuni. The students
were regular day students, hnusewives, and retired persons. The
implicatiOn of fhe success, of these noncredit courses is that a
community college can afford to retain its foreign language faculty
while at the same time, taking a further step in serving its corn-
*munity.

Affen (1972a) also advises practical courses for the transfer
currictilUm. Claiming that, "The 'image' of foreigny'language
study; seems to be that it is difficult, irrelevant, and a pointless
requirement, unrelated to the student's real desires for his career
anoi/ or life style" (p. 55), she recommends that foreign language
ins rectors at the community college ". . . take a leaf from the
book of our colleagues in career programs, and employ a 'hands -
on' approach to forein language classes" (p. '59). To her, this
means giving students "real" experience with the language, rather
than abstract paradigms and contrived dialogues. She concludes
that this "real" approach gets students interested in the languor__
and helps them realize their need of vocabulary and grammar
basics. To this end, she proposes a project-centered class based
on various "real" experiences such as a program in which students-
prepare food with foreign recipes which will teach them the
names of foods as well as the intricacies of the metric system; one
in which students learn songs for folk /dances so they become
aware of other countries' cultures, and one in which they play
games like Scrabble in the foreign language in /order to become
conscious of the complexities of, the language stufdied and to build'
vocabulary skills. She goes beyond the constraints of the class-
room wall, to recommend that nursing students, study medical
vocabullry and idiom, that policemen concentrate on street-
slang and legal terms, that the "language major- to -be" concen-
trate on composition and literature, and that business students



concentrate on commercial terms and business- letter styles. She
recognizes that this broad approach will he hard on the teacher
when grading time comes around, but she claims that this draw-
back is amply compensated for by the fact that instructors will
be able to place students of varying abilities in the same class
( thereby alleviating the problem of classes too small to warrant
a teacher) and that these project-centered courses will give stu-
de s something to carry avray with aim even if they never take
ano her foreign language cotarse.

The "hands on" approac'h is also occurring in senior colleges if

and universities. According to-Leslie and Miller (1974), the in-
creasing carcer orientation _of four-year college and university
students is leading to the anergence of applied foreign language
programs, combining the knowledge of a foreign language with
such subjects as business, economics, and government. If this,
trend continues, community corfefes may soon ;be able to offer
Pragmatic courses without, the dread of their arability.

In this same vein, other authors have_suggestpd care.er-
relatedToreign language courses. which go even furWr Spanish
for PolicT ()teen, Spanish.for Nurses,. German :for Travelers and
Business People, French for Airline Persinizia; Spanish_for Social
Workers (Cordes, 1972); French for Travelers, French for ilos--
pitality Management Students (Buford, 1973), and,beyondtthis,
G. Savignon (1972) suggests enrolling a future Chef Frtnch
ecole hdteliere, a prospective fashion designer in -amaison de

). haute couture in Paris, and a .promising watch repairman in a
,s,Swiss' or French ecole horlogere.

Another development in this area is the fact that, at several
community colleges, foreign language instructors are presenily_
teaching an ever-increasing number of classes in English as a
Second Language (DeHavgard, 1972) and some are now offer-
ing courses in literature and foreign culture specifically designed
fir native speakers (Cordes, 1972). Allen (1972a) recommends
special courses for students who already have several years experi-
ence with the language either in school or through foreigri res-
idence;

A fresh approach in which the use of programmed texts, for
grammar and vocabulary are combined with classroom conver-

12
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satioris relating to issues of everyday life in the appropriate
foreign country seems to appeal to man) students. Cooney (1972)
found that the addition of a native speaker as an assistant makes
discussions lamely and relevant.

.,,

The aiscupion q issues related to everyday life in a foreign
country has W' son)e foreign language instructors to begin ,

emphasizing ethnic and area studies in their classrooms. Moore
(1970) defines "relevance" in foreign language as teaching about
the culture of the country, with an emphasis on valoes, behavior,
and thought. S.' j: Savignon (1972) suggests that foreign lan-
guage instructojs be trained to teach area studies so as tf; be
able to "illnstfate the 'bows' and 'ways' of everyday life and
thought in the foreign culture, providing students with,a inique
opportunity for experiencing cultural diversity" (p. 104). Various

--studies show that apparently this is exactly what students want:
Archer and O'Rourke (1972) found that 61% of the students at
Prairie State College (Illinois} had a strong interest in the
study of a foreign land and culture; Allen (1972b) foupd at the
involvement of foreign language instructors in human' 'es and
literature courses sofnetimes enable them to make the courses so
intriguing as to generate later enrollment in foreign language

, courses. .

To summarize, the rapid growth of two-year colleges and
their emphasis on transfer programs appears to have stimulated
changes in modern foreign lapguage, curriculum. Spanish and
French are the most popular, German and Russian are next com-
mon, followed by an extensive and Variable list of other languages.

, Although curriculums still depend on senior institution require-
ments, innovations emphasizing student needs and practical
aspects'of language learning are taking hold in curriculum design.
Thus, problrns confronting foreign language curriculums today
include the abolition of requirerrients at four-year colleges, the
increasing career Orientation Of students, and the opposition of
counselors and administrators. In view of the above, it is hardly
surprising that foreign, language instructors are now talking of
"selling" theft courses rather than merely "offering" them. DeHag-
ard (1972) ctifris that foreign language teachers must use a-
strategy that is responsive to the needs, goals, and character-

istics of our community college students themselves" (p. 28) if
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they are to win the battle against attrition in foreign languages.
Allen (1972b) talks of public relations work for the promotion
of foreign language classes including the use of newspapers,
radio, TV, and brochures. Finally, Moore (1970) sums it all up:

. . by applying a little common sense coupled with a bit of
salesmanship that will include, is has been suggested, pertinent
aspects of other disciplines in our 'package,' the product should
sell as it alwas has" ( p. 353) . \Mate\ er recruitment programs
are implemented, the ti end to and more practical courses and the
need for realistic ti ansfer offerings w ill certainly require careful
planning in the future.
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Literature
The title f this section should not be int rpreted to mean

that the a ing of literature is the main bu iness of English
departme s two-year colleges. Shugrue ( 1970) found thari.,_
"most dep tments (86%) devote less than half of their, instruc-
tional- time to literature courses" ( p. 5). The emphasis, instead,
is on the teaching of composition. Nevertheless, much literature-
is taught in a ariety of courses. Since most community college
English instructors reed% e training in graduate programs which
emphasize literature, it is hardly surprising that literature courses
are competently and enthusiastically taught (Weber, 1966 ). Many
writers 'concerned with community college , English instruction
conclude that (1) it is good for teacher morale to allow each
instructor to teach at least one literatnre >course each term or
that (2) it is "better" to teach two literature courses at a time
than it is to teach only one (Svoh, 1969). The consensus of much
of the literature about English faculty in the community college
is that most ijid prefer to teach literature but are forced to
teach composition.

Several insuctors manage to get around this unsettling
question by teaching literature under the guise of composition.
Indeed, Erickson's ( 1971) study of California community colleges
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found that freshman English, by alicl large, is a course in literature
and writing. The consequences of this action are not 'always
favorable to the students. Tucker (1969)- reports that a goordi-
natOr of freshman English programs at a large Texas university
blames two-year college freshman composition instructors who
turn their composition classes'into literature courses for the large
number of community college transfers who as juniors must take
remedial composition. "Literature," he says of the instructors,
"more often than not being their main area of interest" (p. 16).

However, a shift in this situation seems to be taking place.
Several recent reports show that literature is now disregarded by
some community college English/ instructors in favor of com-
position at the freshmen level. In one such report, Garrison
((1974) writes that, "Traditional methods of freshman composi-
tion instruction are teacher-oriented and text-oriented, and are
grossly inefficient . . . writing about reading is second-hand. It is
words about words. It isegf course, respectably academic" (pp.
56, 60). Another report (Hill, 1970) found that a composition
course emphasizing contemporary social issues which shape stu.:
dents' lives is effective. And Sherman (1972) for his part, has his
students write for publication in national magazines as a way to
put purpose into an otherwise nebulous course: ". . . students
realize that writing, and learning to write well, can be useffil to
them in the 'real' wOld . . . Overnight they become persons
careful of word choices, aware of sentence patterns, and interested
in esoteric doctrines of tones and mood" (p. 303): Thus the move
to stress writing and the efforts to make literature courses practi-
cal have led in some instances to the elimination of emphasis on
literature.

This is not to imply that literature has lost its usefulness.
° One junior college instructor (Park, 1973) discovered that .many

of her students, a great percentage of whom are naive regarding
the dominant traditional cultural themes, came to English class
expecting literature to be directly pertinent to their lives and,-
approached it in this light. She fotind that her culturally dis-,4
adVantaged students, intensely interested in eschatology, "expect
that literature can brig them important things, that what they
read can matter that it can offer them something they can use"
(p. 227), She claims that contrary to many, sophisticated contem-
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pordry readers who are able to distance themselves from literature,
".... in my community college, within a fortnight of finishing
The Myth of Sisyphus, the finale to a rather dryly taught intro-
ductory philos9phy course, one very capable student passed in
a blank final, two dropped -out of school, one attempted suicide,
accounting for. 25 percent of the total class enrollment. If you
take it seriously, the absurdity of all human effort is a profoundly
disturbing idea . . . we should prepare ourselves for the power
that literature may have among students whom familiarity has
not rendered immune to ideas found in books" (p. 229).

Although it is evident from this that Park has no problem
involving her ,students in literature courses, several other com-
munity college English instructors have felt the need to revise
traditional literature courses to encourage interest through active
participation. At Chabot College' (California)% for instance, a
readers' theater program his been developed to get poor students
involved in good literature in a pew way. The program uses the
following procedure: students first listen to invited guests from
oral interpretation classes; afterwards they prepare their own
scripts based on what they heard and go out to day care centers,
nursery schools, hospitals, and juvenile halls to perform for an
audience of children. This teaches the students the importance
of literary interpretation since. they must understand the author's
meaning before they can give an accurate and properly emotional
interpretation of the work. According to the instructor of the
program, scripts are written and prepar6d by student teams, and
discussions of interpretati'on are spontaneous and often passion-
ate: An additional significant aspect of this program is that it
becomes interdisciplinary. music students compose original scores
to accompany the literature; art students create posters and
other forms of graphic art to express the poem, short story, or
documentary being performed, students from other departments,
as seemingly unrelated as philosophy, political science, and human
ecology, also have contributed in efforts:to interpret the Apol-
ogies of Pluto, tore -enaet a social event, or to interpret various
forms of poetry or photography ( Mertes, 1972).

Another new direction which actively involves students in
literature is reported by Friedrich and McPherson ( 1974 ) of
Forest Park Community College (Missouri). "The idea is that



al

students learn about literature by hearing it or taking part in it
rather thari by analyzing it; the hope is that they will be able to
gee some relationship between the literature they read, or hear,
or act' out, and their own lives. We are Wnwinced that more
students have increased their understanding by comparing Beo-
wulf and Shperman thanhave ever benefitted [sic] 4memorizing
the definition of kenning "' (pp. 901-902). In a short story class at
this college one teacher used a technique borrowed from the
media to bring about active student interest. He had teams of
students shoot several rolls of 35 mm. slides from which they
seleeted the ones they considered, to be most appropriate to two
short stories they were studying. Later they sinchronized the
slides with a ounil track in which members of each team spoke
what they felt to be the significant lines from each short story.
"What they came up with indica' ted that they had not only un-
derstood,

<tf
in depth, what the stories mean, but tharthey had made

satisfying Works of art on their owns' ( p. 902).
To engage students in the performance of plays or to have

then. act out other literary works appears to be another produc-
tive method of involving them it various types of literature.
Students at Forest Park have acted Out such works as "Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight," as well as,Modernized versions of "Ham-
let" and,"ThezSecond Shepherd's Play." At Hinds Junior College
( Mississippi) students planned and carried out a pilgrimage
similar to that portrayed in The Canterbury Tales, they also made
the costumes and ended.the pilgrimage with a medieval feast
they prepared 'themselves ( English Faculty, 1974).

Emphasizing the contempbrarj; world is another suggested
method for appealing to students. Selby, who mites that, after half
a century of compulsory "Julius Caesar" in high school and "King,
Lear" in college, ".. the all-time best- selling, paperback work of
fiction is Grace NIetalious' Peyton Place," claims that students
are.much more willing to concern themselves with contemporary
issues than with traditional literary problems. Kolb (1964) and
the English faculty at Hinds junior College recommend begin-
.ning literature courses with the dontemilrary world and working
backward through time: "Once the students are exposed to 'where
they are today' with respect to a hero, for example, they enjoy
then moving to the Anglo-Saxon Period and on through the Vic-
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torian Period, thus ufiderstandinehow they got where they are'
(EnglisliTaculty, 1974, p. 939).

To community college English 'faculty members the method
of emphasizing the contemporary in an otherwise traditional
literature course is probably more acceptable thaii some of the
earlier mentioned student-project approaches, it is undoubtedly
easier to evaluate cognitiNe skills such as content-recall, recoghi-
tion, classification, analysis, and interpretation than it is to eval-
uate the student's actual experience of a literary work (Purves,

). Perhaps for this reason, in California at least, course pat-
t rns, methodology, and instructs al materials for courses in

asterpieces of world literature sho little innovation or "variation
( aeger, 1974). Like Purves, Jaeger ound that the use of instruc-
ti nal objectives is rare in community college literature dlass-
r ms:

The issue of behavioral objectives has been debated: "No-
where is this problem [of, the goals of education] more beclouded
than in literature, partly because literature is, a verbal art and
partly 'because the subject matter of literature is unconfined save
by the limits of man's imagination" (Purves,'1967, p. 1). Most tf
the debate revolves around The belief that the goals of liter'ature
instruction'are long-range goals which cannot be defined in terms_
of skills (Gutli, 1970). According to Guth, the real goals of English
are imagination, 'bower ( to use language for a purpose ), and
understanding ( the ability to relate a piece of poetry to one's own
experience, to relate one poem to another to find a common
theme, et.c.).

This debate continues. Shugrue (Octo 1970) encour
ages English instructors at alt college levels to c e from the
professional 'elitism of the '60s to professional accountability and
to develop a new vocabulary to translate genuine affective intro-
ductory college work into behavioral statements. But also in
1970, we find Prichard insisting on the...cOntinuange of the elitism
Shugrue decries: "Just because the junior college teacher will
teach increasing numbers of freshman composition sections and
more 'remedial' or terminal or nontransfei 'students does not do
away with his obligation to keep English (humane discipline nor
permit him to deprive those students of the extension of con-

. sciousness that literature provides" ( p. 51). Eyen though the
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dichotomy is patently spurious, the ,commentators on literature.
in the two-year college seem determined to keep alive the con-
tention, between ads, orates of .defined outcomes and those who
put forth humanistic goals.
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, Philosophy
Any discussioif of how philosophy is taught in community

colleges must take note of the fact that many members.of com-
munity college philosophy departments suffer from conflicting
percepti&fis of their goals and purposes. The instructors are aware
that the number of transfer students, particularly those majoring
in philosophy, is dwindling. They know they must cater to the
needs or*their present students. But they also know that when
they dO, they are, in effect, assuring themselves of the continued

A scorn of their senior colleagues. The Association of Philosophy
Teachers in 1973 regarded this conflict as one of the primary
detriments to their members' effective teaching.

The problem has many ramifications. According to Schmidt
(1973), the American Philosbphical Association consistently con-
demns community philosophy courses and instructors as "sub-
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standard." Neertheless the Association recognizes reluctantly
that the current bumper crop of philosophy Ph.D.s is such that it
will force many graduates into community colleges. Schmidt
goes on to say that, "In the sixties, graduate schools that calculated
their excellence not only by their faculty but by the adantageous
placing of their graduates, counseled agairist a junior college
teaching career" ( p. 9). A strong statement, if not an outright
condemnation! Ironically, because of this superior attitude, many
Ph D s, who ould he happy to find a position at a community...
college at the present time, discos er that their training has left
them ignorant of commtulity colleges and thus effectmely_cib-
structs their abilities to secure junior college position's.

SOnitidt dtNsexibes the conditions that a new insiructor must
4.1.face 4

A ;junior college teacher is ordinarily responsible for five three-
unit classes with an enrollment of between 150 and 200 students
per semester. Such a load would probably call for two or three
different preparations and, of course, entail no teaching assist-
ants or readers. The courses to be taught are exclusively lower
division, usually survey in nature, and require generalization
rather than the specialization that is endemic to Ph.D. studies.
Since the junior college is a teaching institution there are no
pressures to publish Conversely there are. few extrinsic rewards
which would encourage such scholarship, and of course, the
teaching load is also an effective constraint (1973, p. 9).
In the same study, Schmidt recommends D.A. degrees for

philosophy graduate students while aliantly attempting to cheer
up Ph.D. holders who must lower themsel es to accept a com-
munity college position. He does the latter by asserting that a
study of San Bernardino Valley College ( California) students
shows that a high percentage of those who enroll in philosophy
courses eventually transfil-,- suggesting therefore that "... a major
concern of junior college philosophy, instructors should be the
adequate preparation of academic transfer students through
courses which are comparable in, content and ripir- to lower-
diision classes ofleied at the four -)ear 'colleges" (p. 10). Admit-
ting, however, that nontransfer students now form the largest,
portion of the community college cutollment, he reerses 'this
position to claim that a total dependence on uniersit.-Parallel
philosophy courses would be a mistake. "If philosophy, depart-
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ments are going to involve themselves in education for the masses,
then they are going to have to modify some of the graduate
school and senior college mentality which so dominates and
determines that which is noAeing done" (p. 10) He describes
"senior-college mentality' earlier in his aiticle as the perception
of courses and students only in terms of preparatipn for graduate
studies.

The dilemma is restated by Hill (1972) who points out that
since few community college studczt§ are philosophy majors or
will ever transfer, the philosophy courses they take at the two-
year college will be their first and last contact with the discipline
Philosophy instructors, he asserts, must therefore alter their course
content and- teaching methods to come to terms with this reality;
Thus, the conflict-between the desire to teach as they themselves
were taught and the need to consider the goals and needs of
their students tears at community college philosophy instructor:1s

Hill also reports that those two- and four-year college in-
structors who attended philosophy conferences in 1971 unani-
mously agreed that their graduate education Wad not prepared
them for their pedagogical needs. Many 'suggestions for the
modification of graduate educatioi. in philosophy are being made
Some of the most iinportant of these include. giving more em-
phasis to the history of philosophy, encouraging the student's
competence in se% eral fields of philosophical research, including
courses in third Norld philosophies, and encouraging the stu-
dent's familiarity ( perhaps by requiring a minor) with a disci-
pline other than philosophy. The instnictorg who either made or
seconded the aboe suggestions also recommended an emphasis

on teaching and an exchange program 'for the faculty of two- and
four-year institution. They feel it is reasonable to expect that

of the first annual meeting of the Association of

Philosophy Teachers (1973) claims that district-level adminis-
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report

this program would expose graduate teachers to the situations
their students would be facing and also would permit community
college teachers to hay e extended contact with a graduate facul-
ty, a contact which would give community college instructors a
perspective on a different kind of teaching experience.

`'''Many community college philosophy teachers maintain that
their budget allocations are too small for effective instruction.
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trators .. tend to holi a truncated view of the place of
philosophy in the communth college curriculum" p 1 1), and
that this view results in low budgets and large classes In their
report, the \kssociation complains that communitx college philos-
ophy teache\s typically are assigned 505 more students than the
average number assigned to English and foreign language teach-
-ers, and that, "The usual excuse en is that philosophy has always
been a low cost program and therefore should continue fo be"
(p. 311 The report continues with the assertion that4the Asso-
ciation's 1969 recommendation of no more than 100 student-
coritacts per term for philosoph teachers using conventional
lecture-discussion methods has been ignored by the Washington
State Community College System.

Participants in a philosophy colloqium sponsored by the
Council for Philosophic Studies :Proceedings . . , 1974' acho-
cated the following community college curriculum as necessary
for any philosophy or divinity student entering as a junior at a
cenior Catholic institution Introduction to Philosophy. Contem-
porary Continental Philosophy Existentialism and Phenomenol-
ogy), Ethics, History of Philosophy. Medioal:Modem. Logic
(Formal and Informal Metaphysics, and Philosophy of Religion
Recognizing the low enrollmenti to be expected for 'many of
these courses and acutely aware of the resulting prohibitne cost
of some this "necessary preparation" the participants recom-
mend the adoptio'r of the method used at Skagit Valley College.
By usiug'an open classroom delk ery method combined with
mastery: learning techniques. the philosophy department of this
Washington ate cOrnmi-init college is able to offer such edtirses
as' latroducticaFainilosophx. Introduction to Ethics, Achanced
tiVivey of Phil.ophical Problems. and Akanced Sur% ey of
EtSie4;--.it, also offers independent st-,,dy courses which in oh e.
for -1.-;,p'd quarter credit. the creation of a research paper and a
hibliOeiaph.y The latter study cthirses are called. respectk el..

Studs on a Modern Philosopher and Indk ideal
Pilot Study Oil a Concept All Skagit Valley College phildsophy
courses inoh\ivh 1: Loral objectk es. programmed texts, recorded
lectureS',. and. flttible hours k Coole., 19741. According to the
colloquiiu l'prtilp.ants the resultant independence ,for both
students anct faculo,"Alow for iiiihmited course offerings. Another
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significant achantage of the Skagit system is that the open class-
room method-Ls ec-onomically efficient. so that the problem of low

..:budgets is somewhat alley sated
The participants ...ere a...are. hov.e.er. that the number of

community college philosophy maiors Ls minute. hence designing
curricula for them can be charactenzed as some..hat of an exer-
cise in futilit. Accordingly. the suggested that a philosophy
major could be useful to students planning careers in computer
programming. public administration. lay. medicine. anthropology
sociology, or psychology

The participants also decided that a redefinition of culture
would probably help to improve the status of philosophy To
this end, the members achocated the proposal of V Simmons of
Portland Communist. College that culture be defined as. "the
interaction of Ind:. ideals with each other and with the percened
environment- p II 1. claiming that, from this. . it follows
that the bisic function of the interaction is the establishment of
agreements about and ..ith the .perc-ei.ed emironment. and that
the agreements of a gi.en time are its reality This being the
case, the importance of philosophy a conceptual interpreter.
critic and composer of realit. ought to be recognized as an essen-
tial component of culture- Proceedtngs 1974. p 61 Accord-
ing to Simmons, the study of philosophy aids in the grappling
with many facets of today's compla realities it helps students
to understand what is' no.; agreed upon, 30 realize the discrep-
ancies in current agreeme%fs.toibecorfk familiar with alter-
native structural definitions. a .-be able to create their own
alternatives where others' cre s fail. ,

Simmons concludes that mmunity college teachers.ha.ie
traditionally misinterpreted function of philosophy, and that
philosophy can -no longer be c4adered as an exclusi.ely transfer
study.

Not understanding its function we've lacked philosophy in the
academy when it's needed in the auto shops, police depart-
ments. hospitals, stores. radio studios. home*,,of our students
Here we do not have to consider university "Standard but
can teach what students deed to understand and aligddata in
their lives So we leave out Kant, maybe even books altogether
in some cases, and we re-educate ourselves totthe real problems
of people in our culture ( p. 11).
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According to the Association of Philosophy Tea9Kers ( 1973),
philosophy can be made reley ant to all kinds of occupational
students not now considered directly affected by or in obiuus
need of the study of philosophy The Association advocates the
development of an ethics course structured around the career
aspirations of the student v. hich will examine the moral implica-
tions of an occupational choice, emphasizing specific occupa-
tional canons such as "Legal Ethics." or the "Nursing Code of
Ethics They also suggest the development of additional courses
which explicate suc' concepts and principles as "elegance,"
"ecological impact," and "pride in workmanship" as aesthetic
experiences related to a vocation.

The study of philosophy can be of great importance as well
to the large corps of pre engineering sfudents. This is not as
new a concept as sdme of the others advocated above. Barton
( 1971) found that two-year college engineering students and
faculty alike considered the study of ethics to be of principal
value to them Their concerns rev oh ed around such moral prob-
lems as the environment and pollution.

Social science majors also would benefit- from philosophy
study Barone (1974) claims the addition of philosophy to the
social science discipline would gather the various academic
pursuits .. under one holistic and useful set of categories-
fp 5) According to this author, social science majors need a
thorough grounding in basic logic. "They must be aware, for
example, of the difference between truth and validity. They must
realize that a conclusion known to be true in fact may not be
derived validly from a given set of premises, they must be aware
that a conclusion could well follow validly from false, even
absurd, premises .." (p. 6). Barone. bolsters his claim by assert-
ing that because social science is currently inextricable from
data- or evidence-collection, students need logic skills to assess
hypotheses on the basis of evidence. He recommends a broad
sweep of courses for all community college social science stu-
dents, namely epistemology ( criteria of knowledge), philosophy
of science, philosophy of history, political philosophy, ethics, and
moral philosophy.

Pechsp.s.a_s philosophy instructors begin to develop courses
designed specifically for-this broad spectniin of students, philoso-
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phy will gain in status and importance at the community college
However, at the present time, there is no clear evidence that
philosophy instructors are indeed gearing their instruction to
any but philosophy majors, whose numbers are declining.

It is possible to end this section on a hopeful note That few
contemporary students choose to major in philosophy should not
be interpreted to mean that today's student is not interested in
philosophical problems. Hernandez (1971) indicated most first-
semester freshmen at Bakersfield College believe ethical rules of
right and wrong have practical value and ought to be studied
formally in classroom situations. Furthermore, Haines (1971)
recognizes a new climate of opinion which has arisen from stu-
dent questioning of the meaning and quality of life, he attributes
this to an increasing concern with moral and theological issues
in -fdday's students. Evidently, there is ample student interest
in philosophy, and there certainly is faculty interest. It now re-
mains for someone to:take these dual positive forces and move
them into the development of the philosophy courses students
want and faculty advdcate.
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Religion and Ethics
Until quite recently, the teaching of religion in public corn

munity colleges was a sensitise subject. Many administrators were -
not certain precisely N hat the courses should teach and were, *
afraid of possibly including a doctrinarian course in a public
school curriculum In 1963 members of the California State Board"
of Education issued a statement clarifying the 1963 Supreme
Court decision in the case of Abington School District vs.

Schempp. McCoy ( 1965 ) quotes the conclusion of the Board's

statement:
Our schools should have no hesitancy in teaching about reli-
gion. We urge our teachers to rpake clear the contributions of
religion to our civilization through history, art, and ethics We
want the children of California to be aware of the spiritual prin.
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ciples and the faith which undergird dur way of life. .We are
confident that our teachers are competent to differentiate be-
tween teachirt about religion and conducting a compulsory
worship service (p. 4).

In the intervening,years several writers e.g., Tanis (1966 )
have attempted tb clear up the confusion in the minds of pub-

lic com9mity college administrators by asserting that the teach-
ing of religion is quite distinct from religiobs indoctrination.
Kliever reported in 1969 that church-related colleges were resist-
ing the transition from religious teaching to teaching religion; he
stressed that the study of religion will find its proper place in
higher education only when it, becomes consistently academic
and humanistic. And, as late as 1971, Haines commented that the
teaching pf religion is within the boundaries lid down by the
courts as long as neutrality is guaranteed.

Although the explicit stndy of religion was thus restricted in
public community colleges for a time, religion was taught pe-
ripherally in several other courses (Schmidt, .1973a; Tanis, 1966).
For instance, McCoy's study of.religion courses taught hr Califor-
nia during the years 1963-64 found that courses in world religiOns
and comparative religions were offered by departments of philos-
ophy, humanities, history, and social sciences; furthermore, courses
in the Bible as literature were frequently taught by members of
English departments. According to Schmidt ( 1973b) this method
is still pursued in all California two-year colleges, except for the
seven which have recently established separate departments of
religion or interdepartmental programs including religion. Schmidt
reasons that the teaching of religiOn through other departments
is a good method because the number of instructors will offer
students various perspectives, neverthelss, he recognizes its dr'aw-
back to be that no teacher involved is trained in religion per se.

Aside from the legal considerations, the transferability of
religious studies courses has been the major concern of many
writers and educators. In 1965McCoy, noting that most four-
year colleges offered religion only as upper-division* work, con-
cluded from a survey of all California state- university campuses
and four-year colleges that transferring two-year college credit
as an elective or an equivalent course should present no problems.
In 1971 Haires concurred, since by then, four-year colleges. and
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universities were offering religious studies courses as lower-
, divisioy. work: However, Welch's nationwide study of courses in
religion in 1970-71 discovered that, "... in numerous instances,
recrujations of public institutions do not provide for the transfer
of credit for courses in religion" (1972, p. 81).

For both these reasons, i.e., questionable legality and ques-
tiomable tranferability, the content and growth of the community
conege religious studies courses have closely paralleled the pat-
terns found in four-year institutions. According to Schmidt
( 1973bY:

In vocational and special community projects community col-
leges may be pioneers but, in matters entailing 'academic stuay,
they are influenced and constrained by the practices in opera-
tion at the senior colleges. This is necessary, primarily, because
lower-division work which is- academically transferable must
be in principle comparable to similar work at the senior colleges.
The result has been that the changes and growth in the aca-
demic study of religion in California's public junior colleges has
roughly followed the patterns set by the four-year colleges

(P. 3) .

In 1972 Welch reached much the same \ conclusion: religions
studies courses in two-year colleges throug out the United States
were similar to those found in four-year inst tutions.

Although studies indicating student attitudes toward the
study of religion could not be located, Haines (1971) asserts
there is currently a new climate of opinion which is receptive to
religious studies, he attributes this c imate to present-day student
attitudes which question the basic meaning and quality of life.
He also claims that,1"The concerns E college students today are
increasingly theological and moral" (p. 22).

Whether or not there is a new oral climate is a debatable
point; nevertheless; more and m6 students are enrolling in
religious studies classes each year. ree studies about religion
courses in California show partictdariy widespread study of
religion in that state and note that the number of courses offered
in California colleges has inciieased rapidly since the mid-1950s5

According to McCoy (1965), in 1956-57 a survey found that
only eight, or 13.57 of the 59 existentCalifopia two-year colleges
offered at least one course in religion. By' 1963-64 he found that
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this percentage had risen to 45, 'and 56% offeied at least one
course in religion, ethics, or values'(p. 5). In 1972-73 60% of all
publig community colleges in California were found to offer
religious 'studies courses either directly or indirectly (Cottle,
1974); and 92.47 of all California two-year colleges then in opera-
tion' isted at least one course in religion in their catalogues
(Schmidt, 1973b). Cottle (1974) also reported that 72% of the
216 lower-division religious studies courses offered at all levels of
higher education in California were offered in community col-
leges, and that California two-year college student enrollment in
religioiis studies had grown by 511%, between 1965 and 1972.

Welch's study of 182 tWcpyeareollegeS'' throughout the coun-
try in 1970-71 revealed, not surprisingly, that 98% of all Prot-
estant and 1007 of all Roman Catholic-affiliated two-year
colleges offered 'Courses. in religion. His investigation also found
courses in religion offered at 50% of all private, nonsectarian two-
year colleges and 427 of all public two-year institutions; this com-
pares with 63% of all private nonsectarian four7ye* institutions
and 511 of all public' four-year colleges: The, private Protestant
or Roman Catholic two-year college offered slightly more than
five courses and four courses respectively, whereas, the average
private junior college offered slightly less than the courses and
the average public community college offered slightly less than
two (pp. 77-78).

Welch reports that Bible courses constituted more than half
of all religion courses offered in the. 182 institutions surveyed.
Public and private nonsectarian two-year colleges are most likely
to offer courses in the Bible ( including The Bible as Literature)
and world religions. interestingly, more than half of all .religion
courses offered in public .community colleges were abOut the
Bible, while only 317 of all religion courses in Catholic institu-
tions were 'based on the Bible. Welch concluded that Catholic
two-year colleges tend to stress courses in theology or contem-
porary beliefs, while two-year colleges with Protestant affiliations
emphasize theBible. Interesting too is the finding that neither
Protestant- nor Catholic-affiliated 'schools offer many courses an
comparative or world religions: No two-year col)lege,studied was
found to offer Many courses in introduction, to religion, and
courses in Judaisin or in the histtry of Western religious thought
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as distinguished from Christianity, were so few in number as not
to be worth tabulating ( Welch, 1972, p. 78).

By the time Schmidt (1973b) made- his study of California
community college religious studies offerings the numbers of
different kinds of courses had proliferated. He found 178 courses
offered in 86 community colleges ( an average of two per school).
Of these, 93 ( 52%) were in world religions and only 29 ( 11%)
were in the Bible. The other courses represented were Mythology
(19 courses ). The Philosophy of Religiop (nine courses ), Intro-
duction to Religion (eight courses ), Religion in America ( four
courses ), Current Movements, Religion nd Culture, Religion in
Literature, Religion and the Black Churc , Scriptures of the East
and West, and Rites of Passage.

Thee confusion seems to have settled down:
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Music History and Appreciation
As with the other disciplines in the humanities, most corm

rimnity college music departments deveilop their programs pri-
marily for transfer students. According to Belford 096'0:Men-

. Bach (1972), Hansen (1965), Mason k 1968), NelsOn (1967),
and White (1967), the course requirements of four-year institu-
tions are the primary determinants Of music curricula in two-

..,year colleges. However, this affects the programs for music
majors hence the courses in music Ileory, composition and
performance to a greater degree th it does the basic music
history and appreciation courses.
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All researchers agree that music appreciation is the most
commonly, taught music course in the community college. This
course was 'offered by 627 of the colleges sampled by Gagermeir
(1967) and 877 of those sampled by Belford ( 1967). Music his-
tory and music literature are also- offered frequently although,
as Belford notes in 1967, both courses are usually reserved for
msic majors only whereas music appreciation is considered a
general' interest class. Greene ( 1968), found that courses in music

'appr&ialion enrolled the largest,pumber of music students in both
day and e ening programs at ,New York community colleges.
Other courses listed for the general student usually treat broad
types of music: Folk Music in America, The Evolution of Jazz,
Afro-American Music,. and Contemporary Musical Styles (House,
1973).

Few -community colleges reqtire any type of music course.
for graduation , Gagermeir (1967) found such a requirement
at no i;)re than 27 of the community colleges sampled in her
nation vide study howey er, at least one music course is recom-
mended- for general education students. Even so, few students
elect to enroll. GaAermeir (1967) studied ibusic department
offerings for nonmusic majors in community colleges throughout
the United States and found that, although 957 of the colleges
had-courses open to nonmusic majors, only 5.6e(i, of the students
took advantage of diet*,

This lack of interest in, music courses is widespread. Greene
(1968) found hat only .5.47 of the total fall 1966 enrollment in
New York community collegps were enrolled in at least.one music
course. Gardner (,1967) concluded from her study of Missouri
community colleges that 'null 757 of the students received no-
music or art instruction at all or, at the most, only one semester
of either ail- or music. Smith ( 1970) found that in Mississippi,
most public community colleges eltcluded terminal and prepro-
fessional students' from the music program.

This leads to a disturbing conclusion. Whether exclusion of
nontransfer students is intentional, as Stiiith found in Mississippi,
or a result of specialized- subject matter designed for music
majors only, most nontransfer students still 'recei e almOst no
music instniction in to.yeal colleges. Aware of this situation,
,Belford (1970) claimed that""liunor college music departments
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. : . need to offer a Tiii'Versified curriculum that can serve the stu-
dent's. needs in meeting general education, avocational, k,oea-
tional,, or preparatory objectives" ( p. 411). Howeyer, there are
indications that when the classes Belford suggested are scheduled,
they are often of little use to the students involved. House (1973)
reports that the music program for the nonmajor is comparable
to the secondary school program and, "The course would not be
needed if an adequate job were being done in the elementary
and secondary schools" (p. 58). He further asserts that in these
courses class size becomes unwieldy and instruction easily be-

comes shallow and pedantic.

In 1968 Campbell reported that he found lit le evidence to
indicate that colleges claiming to offer music co rses especially

for nontransfer students had a sufficient tinders anding of the
purposes or of the appropriate content of such co rses. Although
Erlenbach (1972) found that the majority of community colleges
conduct follow-up studies of their music graduates, using the
results of these studies to determine future music curricula,
ironically, other studies have shown that few colleges are really
aware of student goals and desires. Lopp (1973) found that the
faculty teaching music in six Georgia community colleges had
little awareness of student needs, cultural pressures, community
attitudes, learning processes, and broader views of music. He
also found that teaching methods and the subject matter coveted
in their courses had little relationship to any of these general
issues.

To return to the prey' .sly stated dilemma, since music
departmen 'ts seem to have opted for reliance on teaching methods
and subject matter dictated by four-year institutions., they may -

be failing to reach most two-year college general education
students. Have the colleges made a wrong choice? Mutchler
(1971) reported that general -education students in Washington
State community colleges criticized higher education for its staid,

archaic views and expressed the opinion that the most profound
music experiences were occurring outside the schools. Further-

\
\ more, Hermetz. ( 1972) found that in Florida, most general eciu-

\cation music courses in junior colleges were totally unsuccessful

in their attempts to increase student appreciation of music. He

blamed this lack of success on the colleges' music faculty who
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did not use objectifiable methods for e;.'aluiting student attitudes
toward music. It seems safe to say that, according to the literature
reviewed, community college music courses are now attracting
only a few of the potential students, and they do not appear to
be changing to make their offerings more viable.

The only area in which innovation is reported is in courses
designed for terminal students. Clark 11969), who teaches in a
technical institute in the South, has developed a four-week
course in which she teaches basic appreciation of music by hav-
ing the students create Music for themselves. She reports that
most students resent this required course and thus come to class
with negative attitudes.toward music. In four weeks she tries to
erase the prevalent negative attitude-and to "give the students
a tbreak from their very intensive courses, to occupy their ears,
heads and voices even, and tp find it enjoyable" ( p. 309). The
students are asked to play only the most basic instruments
(guitars and percussion instruments) and make simple music
(Christmas carols and spirituals ). Clark finds this method effec-
tive for students learning the structure of music and the ways
artistic skills are detected, acquired, developed, and employed.

Another kind of innovative music education designed exclu-
sively for terminal students involves the recent development of
two-year programs for those students wig) intend to work with
music in their careers. In 1965 Hansen adyocated the introduc-
tion of vocationally-oriented music courses into the community
college curricula, believing that certain professions require a
two-year education in music. Maier (1968), in his review of.
Hansen's dissertation, wrote that. "Careers in music that would
profit from a two-year background himusic are. workers in music
stores, makers and sellers of musical instruments, professional
musicians of 4ocal radio station ariety, arrangers and members
of dance bands, music critics on average gize newspapers, church
choir directors, and organists in -moderate sized congregations,
music therapists, instrumental repairmen, and piano technicians"
(p 47). Until 1974 there was no eidene that any community
college music department took this advice seriously. Then, Foot-
hill College (California) began a two-year program in "commer-
cial music" that proposes to qualify graduates in a variety of
careers. music publishing, music library clerical work, instrument
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sales, tuning and repair, group management, promotion and
production, and music directing for churches, clubs, and rn-

munity centers "Capsules.' June! July 1974). This shows pr ise
for merging an interest in humanities w li a vocation

One method of increasing nonmus
i

major exposure to music
in the two-year college is the inclusion of the subject in inter-
disciplinary courses. As eart as 1967 Gardner recommended this
method which, in 1965 -1966, she found occurring in only one
Missoun community college district. But this course also included
literature, the subject emphasized by the instructors, so that
music was only peripherilly considered. In 1968 Mason also
recommended such a courtv... to include music, art, theater, and
literature. However, he suggested that this multicultural course
be offered to adults througli the community affairs program, mak-
ing no such recommendation for general education students.

In 193, House came 4 with a sweeping method to further
the gefieral education function of music. According to him, "It
must not be overlooked that a significant force in general educa-
tion may be provided by the concerts, clinics, lectures, and broad-
casts sponsored by the music unit. Insofar as possible, these
should be free and open to the entire student body" (p. 59).
This may po an important direction for the future of music as a
contributor to humanistic education.
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Art History/Appreciation

As a discipline-art history is either dead or else never was
fully alive. It is to much out of touch with art and too much
out of touch with history (Sloan, 1973). 4'.

Most observers agree that art history/appreciation has been
slighted at all levels of American education. Christ -Japer and
Wicki:;er (1968) remind us that the elementary school student
sees the art teacher once each week and that tke secondary school
student probably never sees him. Dennis ( 1968) claims that
even though many students are interested in The arts, the fact
that art courses are not considered in collegiate admissions tub-
ordinates them at the secondary level to scieriltific and other aca-
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demie disciplines that assist students in gaining acceptance to
college.

I .
According to Edgar ( 1968), creative elementary school

children are generally considered to be less "desirable" than chil-
dren with high IQs;*they are ignored and even punished for dis-
playing creative behavior. Edgar attributes this to the fear of
American educators to include emotions and)magination in any
"academic" discipline. As a result, the study of art history and
appreciation of all levels has become an exercise in names-facts-
dates, with no concern for what those names-facts-dates have to
do with modern (or past) life or thought. The first annual con-
vention of the New Art Association in October 1970, "... revealed
a collective suspicion that the discipline somewhere along the
way has lost sight of its humanistic being" (p. 4). e report..continued:

It has become in-bred--and self- feeding, too preoccupied with
being a social science, with all that that implies as to method-
ology and goals: the establishment of a scientific method,
the search for absolute "truth," etc. The result is the seeking
of and satisfaction with knowledge for its own sake .com-
pletely divorced from any human/cultural nexus, material
which has lost its connection with the student and the reason
it is taught and learned (Report..., 1971, p. 4) . '

Similarly, Christ-Janer and Wickiser,( 1968) claim that in con-
temporary education, "A premium is placed on logical processes
of learning that emphasize the ability to think as-the primary
requisite of an educated man, largely eliminating what he thinks
about" (p. 56).

Almost every author c ncerned With the study of 'art calls
for the return of emotion and imagination to the discipline (Acker-

-

man, 1970; Christ-Janer & Wickiser, 1968; Edgar, 1968; Report
. . . , 1971; Roush, 1970; Stensrude, 1969). The philosophical
argument involved is whether either an art teacher or a student
taking an art course can afford to be involved orally with
a work of art. This is what Ackerman ( 1970) cal s e "engaged"
style of teaching, as opposed the currently accep ble "objec-
tive" s le, and while most wfit rs advocate the engaged style, no
author totallyotally condemns the o er. These arguments apply with
equal alidity to all the humani les.

b
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No central information-disseminating body exists for art
educators to determine what other art educators are doing ( the
first meeting of the New Art Association was not held until
1970). Still, although college level art educators seldom write

/ about their curriculums; several innovative course descriptions
have been located. For example, Sloane (1973), perhaps most
attendant 'to the engaged style, prepares review notes, and slide
lists for distribution on the first day of class so that students can
spend their class time "looking and thinking" instead of taking
notes. Her philosophy is that art history should emphasize the
works created by the artists, not the concepts that supposedly
define the various periods: "Whoever knows the paintings knows
the concept, whether or not he calls it a concept. Whoever
knows the concept without knowing the paintings to the extent
that such a thing is possible really kmows nothing at all"
(p. 110). She hopes to make her students think about the works
of particular artists, not necessarily like them. She also forcefully
states that get history texts overemphasize the art of the West:
"Confusing 'art; as a generic term with 'European art' is only a
form of racism" (p. 111).

Sloane's course, "Seminar in the Conceptual Foundations of
Art," deals with such issues as "Art as a reflection of political
events," "Art as a political instrument," The artist as' political
activist," and "Censorship of art," titles suggesting that it is de-.

*signed to avoid the typical recall-of-information approach to art
history by considering the artist as a person with feelingsand
motives for his art, and by exploring, the impact of his 'it on
other people of his time. The Report of the New Art Asso Wien

itsApproaches to the Study of Art History: 1970, 1 lists
i s one of five innovative art courses in the community college.

This and a few other interdisciplinary approaches suggest
that art dePIrtments are generally in the forefront of all commu-
nity college humaniites departments in recommending and prac-
ticing integrated courses Fur of ,the five innovative courses
listed in the 'Report . . . (1971) are interdisciplinary. Sloane's
course has already been described; the remaining three are
sketched below.

An instructor at Niagara County Community College (New
York) approaches his art survey Course as a. functional aspect
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of society. His lectures include an emphasis on political history,
social development, religion, and economics. He discusses style
in terns of its relationship* to the patterns of societal develop-
ment in which it flourishes.

At Pasadena City College (California) the art department
received an Emmy award for color telecasts of art courses using
guest le tire se eral disciplines. The response to this
approach as so overwhe i mg that, at one time, there were an
estimated 40,000 viewers, 1, of whom were enrolled in the
course for credit.

At Pine Manor junior Co ge assachusetts) a specjal
summer program in the liberal arts resente an interdisciplinary
cultural study of the Renaissance. In addition the course on
Renaissance art, simkiltaneous courses were offere Renais-
sance English, French, history, music, religion, and scienc

Minutillo (1972) implied tAo reasons for community college
art educators' interest in interdisciplinary courses. The first is
that the irtructors are bored. He reports that community ctillege
teachers of math or English have a (till schedule simply teaching
their students the basic skills necessary for transfer or for sur-
vival in a society emphasizing such skills. Art historians, on the
other hand, seldom have the opportunity to teach anything
related to their specialties because few community college stu-
dents have time for any course more advanced than "Introduction
to Art," "Art Appreciatio or "Art History." "So to keep up, to
stay sharp, indeed to he recruited in the first place, the teacher
who has expertise in one of the more specialized fields needs
some form of exercise in,his own area beyond that presented in.
teaching basic courses" ( p. 6).

The second reason suggested is that' art historians are, by
definition, suited to interdisciplinary teaching-1

statements an art historian makes about a t must be s
thetic; that is, he must use ,technical, politica , p ilosophical,
historical, scientific, and other data as ingredi4nts with which
tb synthesize statements about works of art.
We can see that the patterns of thought acquired by the art
historian during his training are valuable, when dealing with
problems from an interdisciptirtary point of view. One doesn't
normally study politics by reading books on botany, nor does
one investigate the properties of nuclear particles by studying

z.
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a fifteenth century commentary on Plato. Yet botany books
and fifteenth century commentaries on Plato may well be
central to the detailed study of a Renaissance landscape pqint-
ing. It seems that the art historian is in 4 natural position, by
dint of his training and point of view, especially because of the
synthetic nature of art history, to provide a focus for inter-
disciplinary programs of study (pp. 8-9).

,

Another reason for teaching art history in an interdi ciplinary
manner is presented by Gardner (1967) who notes that "approx-
imately three-fourths of the total number of students in . . [Mis-
souri] junior colleges receive no music or art instruction or at the
most only one semester in either art or music" (p. 44): Alt1ugh
only one junior college considered in this study offered-an inte-
grated art, literature and music course, interdisciplinary arts
courses were generally favored by junior college administrators,
teachers, and writers. It was concluded that related arts courses
should be given in order to "permit students to gain an introduc-
tion, a background, a core of common knowledge in all the arts,
and a basic for critical judgment of the arts which is not obtained
in any other single,course" (p. 54).

Regardless of Gardner's earlier call(for interdisciplinary arts
courses and the few innovative aft histthy courses already men-
tioned, most community colleg art courses are not very innova-
tive. Minutillo ( 1974) reporte that at one community college,
"the most common offering be and a survey was one of those
bogus art appreciation courses hich are not only so superficial
as to be actually damaging to one's understanding of art, but
were ofen taught by part-time personnel who had no more

.training than a museum docent and who approached the course
as a doeent ctoes a gallery tour"( p.'1).

/ \Manyvtemmunity college art instructors in Cafornia feel
that ,their curriculum is controlled by governing hoards, commu-
nity, pressure groups, and the "whims and fancies" of students.
Although they are interested in teaching effectiveness and
therefore, in experimentation heir attempts at change are
often inhibited by fear of loss of tenure (Ohren, 1972). They also
express an interest in interdisciplinary humanities programs and
team teaching as a positive step, but are afraid that personality 41
conflicts, administrative problems, and poor planning would
cause the Tlure of such innovative programming.
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Another reason exists for maintaining the status quo in art

education at the community college level, that is:

. the general education sequence and all liberal arts offerings
at two-year schools are almost invariably dominated by mat
I call the Transfer Imperative: the desire to insure that the
credits earned at the two-year school will be accepted by the
four-year school . . . All the academic programs at a two-year
school must draw on the chaotic transfer programs for their
basic riacurces, faculty, and material. In that context, any at-

pt at general education or any radical revision of our ap-
p to the liberal arts and humanities is doomed almost
from the start . . . In the face of such limitations, imitation
prevails, and an approach to the liberal arts and humanities is
perpetuated which is in many cases outdated (Minutillo, 1972,

PD(2, 5)
In 1974 this author indicated yet another outside influence d
inating curriculti determination. The art survey course

--I taught at Niagara.County Community College was given a social
science number so that art majors could use it to partially fulfill
a state requirement in social science; nqnart stupents were not
allowed to take the social science credit for the course. Conclu-
sions drawn by other researchers pretty-well substantiate all the
above'findings:

Yet art history and appr ciation courses are..popular; a pop-
ularity Jansen (1971) claims an be attributed to general educa-
tion and humanities requirem nts, curbed by transfer needs. ilis
study of 102 randomly selec ed junior colleges in, the North
Central Accrediting Region als noted an interesting male-female
ratio phenomenon. In the institutiOns where the ratio of m
to women was about equal, a notably greater emphasis was
found in the basic and history courses, as well as the availability
of related activities. On the of her hand, where the enrollment
were predominantly male, gr ater support was evidenced fo
the commercial art classes. Ja sen amplified this observation by
generalizing that, "When the ajor emphasis is on liberal arts \

education, more basic and history courses are found; when that '\
emphasis shifts to occupational, a corresponding. shift to com-
mercial and ,crafts classes is noted" ( p. 6).

To summarize:- a few patches of blue are becoming sizeable
in the unchanging sky that has marked the teaching of art history \
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and art appreciation in junior collegels. However, many prob-
lems militate against changes in course offerings: state require-
ment, transfer considerations, fear of loss of :enure, admiistra-
live problems, and community and student pressures. Minutillo
(1974) succinctly described the situation when he concluded:
"... there are many individuals teaching art history at the com-
munity colleges who do make an effort to break out of the restric-
tions . . .. These efforts usually reflect more of a personal com-
mitment of the teacher 'than a philosophical or curricular stance
Sfrnthe institution, and consequently the efforts are often quite

ited and not at all integrated into the overall humlat.ies or
liberal arts program" *tpp. 1-2). Although art historians tend
toward interdisciplinarianism, they still suffer from the common
pattern of lack of curriculum leadership at the institutional level.
What they do, . they do because of their own verve, skill, and
vision.
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.Theater History and Appreciation
Theater 'history and theater appreciation can be summed

readily: although English departments sometimes offer courses
in dramatic literature and ethnic studies departments courses in
Chicano theater and Black, theater, and a fe\w interdisciplinary
courses include theater as one of several subjects, practically no
one writes about the subject. Taylor (1970) reported "... very
little study has been devoted to the tasks and problems of speecb
and theater curriculum development in community collers"
(p. 62). In fact, her study of 1968-69 speech and theater'offerings
in 116 public community colleges in six states is the only recent
specific study of these subjects that could be located.

Taylor found Oral Interpretation of Literature offered by
67% and Advanced Oral Interpretation of Literature offered by
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3% of all community colleges sampled, courses that are considered
speech courses. Other speech courses also considered as latundn:
ities courses are: Storytelling, Introduction to Oral Communica-
tion Theory, Rhetorical AnalysiS, and Film Appreciation; she
found none of these courses in more than one school of the,;110
she surveyed. Introduction to Theater was found at 51% _of the
schools; Theater Appreciation at 3% and Theater History af 15%;
Theater Production, a course which Taylor discovered to combine.
Introduction to Theater and Stagecraft, and which she found to
differ from Introduction to Theater in that it requires students
to participate in theater productions in some capacity, was taught'
in 28% of the 116' &lieges. She also noted that five colleges offered
courses in dramatic literature and that each of the "following
courses is found at only one community college: Black Theater,
Introduction to the Fine Arts, Film, and Special Studies.

Theater in the Junior College (Abrams, 1964) offered sortie
data foreshadowing Taylor's study. The book asserted that in
California, the Midwest, and the Mountain states, Introduction
to Theater was offered in 50% of all community colleges; 35% to
39% of the South, Southwest, and Middle Atlantic states offered
the same prograni It was found that theater was often included
in English, fine arts, humanities, or even speech departments,
with a resulting loss of identity and lack of program development.
Interesting to note, in view of New York's.claim to be the theater
capital of the United States, only 1% of the New England and
Middle' Atlantic jnnior colleges offered degrees in theater arts
in 1964, while in California the theater arts degree was avail-
able at 67% of all community colleges. It must be recognized,
however, that at the time, no more than five graduates per year
came out with an A.A. degree with a major in theater arts. Hope-
fully, new data will be availible .withily reasonable time so
that a review of hurpanities courses arid curricula in junior col-
leges will be able to present a more complete picture. Certainly,
more in theater history and appreciation is 'going on; it remains
to be chronicled.

Abrams, D. M. (Ed.). Theater in the Junior College: Washington, D.C.:
American Educational Theatre Association, 1964.

- Taylor, A. "Speech and Theatre in Public Community Colleges 1968-,,69." Speech Teacher, January 1970, /9 (1), 62-67.
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History
;

The tendency for four-year colleges and universities to remove
foreign language iequiiements has affected foreign language,
enrollments in community colleges. In much the same way, his-
tory enrollments in some states now suffer from the removAl of
"the, thumbscrew of a statewide legal requirement" ( Millington

',and Peisinger, 1974, p. 45). Millington and Pelsinger, both history
instructors at California community colleges, note that although
overall eniplIments in their respective colleges have increased
in recent years, enrollments in history have declined. They claim
that widesiSrea,d student disinterest in history has led faculty,.
adrninistrato4 boards of trustees, the State Legislattire, and the
public in CalifckAiS to question the merit of keeping history in
the Opera) titti\cA,tion program at ail
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Another parallel may be drawn. as is the case with foreign -vp
language instructors, when requirements are removed and enroll-
ments decrease, community college history instructors begin to
take a serious look at student goals. The results of this appraisal
usually lead to the discovery that history as it has traditionally
been taught i e , the name-fact-date approach is not important
to community college students. Hurst t 1971) claims that in trying
to make their courses attractive to students, community college
history- instructors must remember that junior college students
are oriented to a consumer society and occupational security.
Student interest in material and pragmatic goals is antithetical
to the study of a theoretical subject such as history:

Sine 90 percent of the students in these . . . courses do not
have a direct vocational use for history, the absence of any
pragmatic imperative makes the courses appear neither urgent
nor important . The study of history does not fit well into
a goal-directed ortask-oriented society. Historical thinking is
contemplative, theoretical, reconstructive -_- it does not produce
units of economic utility. History is certainly not necessary for
economic, political, or social survival, except in an abstract
sense (Millington and Pelsinger, 1974, p 46).

As early as 1968 Hinkston described the inappropriateness
of the traditional approach to history for community college stu-
dents He wrote that "65°.: of our junior college student body . ..
is non-univ ersity , will ne% er attend a unk ersity, is not uni% ersity
`material,' but is fed a 100c: uni% ersity education . , . . There is
an odd, unquestioning faith that something beneficial and matur-
ing will happen to the student if he memorizes facts and passes
examinations" (pp 20-21). In corroboration: Griggs found that,
most Florida community college teachers and administrators
considered the learning of facts to be of great importaiice for
social studies coursework ( 1971).

More recently, several authors have advocated a shift away
from history as mern_rm-ization of facts and toward history as a
problem -soh ing activity Among these. Waller ( 1974) recom-
mends a h;story curriculum in which the frictis is placed on under-
standing the historical process rather than the historical prod-
uct," and Johnston 19731 suggests revising American History
courses in order to emphasize historiographical interpretations
or history as a problem-soh ing discipline.
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Other attempts are being made to attract students to the
discipline, including the use of media to reach a wider audience.
In 1964 15 instructors from five junior colleges in Florida devel-
oped a televised course in Western civilization utilizing visual
reproductions of art and artifacts (Cox, 1965). Other examples
include a recently developed course in U.S. History offered at
Moraine Valley Community College which uses the local news-
paper to publish the lessons as well as minitests for self-evaliia-
tion, anyone who can pass the final examination will receive three
units of course credit ( Jioia, 1974). Other innovations use deliyery
systems such as an American History course taught by radio, and
one taught on campus by a combination of-tapes and filmstrips
(Banister, 1969) .

Still another method of reaching new students is .that of
moving the classes to where the students are, a procedure par-
ticularly useful in attracting older citizens to history courses. In
the fall of 1973, North Shore Community College ( Massachusetts)
offered a class called "Ileconstructing History" to patients at a
local nursing home ("Capsules:: February 1974). Watson (1973)
proposed a course called, "Our Lives as History," designed to
involve both older people and regular students in the same class.

Combining history with psychology, technology, sociology, liter:
ature, science, religion, and education, the course's primary
objective is to give meanipg and significance to individual lives by
comparing documented history with the recollections and experi-
ences of people who lived through the times being studied.

Many other methods of attracting students to history courses
are being tried. Some of these include: relating major themes to
the student's life experiences (Woodbury, 1971); providing
topical seminars for the most interested and/or brightest, stu-
dents ( Selcoe, 1969 ), teaching about the lives of great men
of the past to emphasize the human .side of history and there-
by make history relevant to the lives of today's two-year
college students (Hinkston, 1968), basing the course on outside
readings specifically chosen to represent various student majors
such as science, fine arts, literature, business, economics, and
designing special examinations for each major ( Schott, 1969);
and combining the explicit statement of behavioral objectives
with a modular schedule in order to relax students who will no
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longer have to be worried about 'being tested on facts they have
not studied (Woodbury, 1971; Holland, 1974; Shumway, 1971).

By far -the most successful approach, however, seems to be
an emphasis on the contemporary and/or the local. As long ago
as 1941, when the San Mateo County Historical Association was
first housed at -the College of San Mateo, a seminar in local his-
tory was created in which students conducted original research
and wrote "from primary sources the history of towns, pioneer
families, schools, churches, business enterprises, and the like"
(Stanger, 1965). It appears that one of the reasons this Course
succeeded was because it was hoth practical and of direct use of
the students and. heir community:

Today one ofl the most prized, and most used, parts of the
historical 'iation's archives is a file of some"175 of these
student papers

Here was a group of young people, in the setting of a.
museum of local history, compiling useful information, and in

allb
the process thy were learning how their Conimiinity tame to

as it is as well as the larger lesson of how history
history is wkitten . . . Many of these young people, some of
whom had ability but lacked orientation, found in these pro-
jects their first solid footing in.the world of scholarship (p. 12).

Several others agree with-'the contemporary and/6'K local ap-
proach Hurst (1972) recommends an emphasis on local history
as a method of arousing student interest, Waller (1970) advocates
a seminar approach which would "capitalize on the local com-
munity as a resource for historical investigation .. . ( and) satisfy
the relevance urged by students by beginning the treatment with
the present and working backward in time" (p 31). At South
gklahOnia City Junior College, a poprilar history course stresses
the contemporaiy by using a topical instead of a chronological
approach:. "One can take the module on cultural conflicts and
start with Alvin Toffler's Future Shock and work backward in
history keeping Tdffler's tenets in mintl" (Holland, 1974, p. 13).

Unfortunately, accoi ding to Griggs ( 1971), two-year college
history instructors are generally unaware of most experimental
programs in their fields. Even in grading practices, they are not
very innovative. Jordan (1970) found that history teachers in
Southern junior c4leges typically used tea,cheNnade, quick-
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score, and essay tests for student evaldation with ew other meth-
ods considered; 80% of those he surveyed thou ght they were
using the best methods they could use.-

The literature shows that many creative ideas_ for renovating
history instruction are restrained because, like most community-
college humanities instructors; historyinsinctOrs are primarily
concerned with transfer students, to thern,-probie-mi-Orarticula-
tion often loom larger than problems of:dull -courses. Waller
(1970) notes that. the survey approach to*instory instruction in
junior colleges is a direct imitation of the approach used in senior
colleges and that, although seminars haVe- more validity, the
survey courses must be kept "since four -year institutions frequent-
ly frown upon seminar work performed by students in their
first two years of academic work" (p. 31). Hurst (1972) sums up
the dilemma that concern for articulation presents. to the commu-
nitynity college history instructor; according to the future
study of history in the junior. college classroom is linked to the
requirements of senior institutions, but its growth depends upon
making the subject attractive to students.
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Political Science
Otte major study on community college political science

instruction was located in our search. Explorations in Under-
graduate Education: Why Political Science? (Mil lett, 1973)
offers case studies of political science at six institutions of
higher 'education, including one to-year college ((The Loop
College of the City Colleges of Chicago).

Mil lett found that community college students are less
interested in discussing political problems than are students in
both highly selective and moderately selective learning environ-
ments. "In the open-door institution there was not only a . . .

greater range in abilities and interests but also a student aptitude
such that only a minimum level of academic performance should
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be expected" (p.37). In addition, Mil lett found that in the com-
munitymunity college political science courses, " . . . it was reported
that students had the attitude that if they had read one text and
attended all the class sessions, they had done all that .could
reasonably be expected of them" ( p.57).

According to Millett, students at all levels of higher educa-
tion are displaying declining interest in the study of political
science because, "There has been a somewhat greater student
interest recently in off-campus experience and in project activity
than in courses requiring extensive reading or preparation of
a research paper", (p.51). He also suggested that today's
students are less interested in abstract thought, the, play of ideas,
and the controversy of generalized concepts than were students
of the recent past; they are more interested in, problems such
as urban affairs than in the pursuit of knowledge for its own
sake.

A final rationale advanced for the decline of student interest
in political science is the increasing disposition of college stu-
dents toward interdisciplinary majors. However, it was only at
the community college level that interdisciplinary and survey
courses were favored. Millett asserts that the trend for two-year
college students to be increasingly more interested in career
programs than in the college transfer program was noted by
political science instructors with dismay. "This implied that
courses in political science might continue largely as a general
education component to career education" (.'61). These find-
ings are particularly significant in view of the fact that the Loop
College currently ,offers political science only to transfer stu-
dents.

Another disturbing trend mentioned in Millett's study is the
recent enrollment of many students who do not have an ade-
quate background in reading and the use of the English language
to maintain the instructional pace appropriate to other students.
Rather than altering their curriculum to reach such students,
the faculty members usually meet with the slower students of
their classes for an additional hour each week.

Millett found that political science instructors at all levels
of higher education are resistant to curriculum reform and that
they continue to place the importance of the discipline ahead
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of the importance of student goals and interests. He writes that
most political science instructors believe that students seek
knowledge for its intrinsic worth, even though student objec-
tives are more closely allied to employment, social mobility, and
the handling of public problems. ,

., As a collection of scholars joined together in a department of
political science, kculty members perceive their professional
role in terms of the discipline, not in terms of a faculty role
in a particular college or university. The interests of the dis-
cipline take priority over the interests of the, college or univer-
sity. This circumstance is demonstrated by the approach of
political science faculty members hi general to the problems of
objectives and process in general education and in liberal educa-
tion for undergraduate students Cp. 65) .

When discussing the prospect of reduced enrollments in
political science, faculty members considered increasing student
financial aid and altered admissions policies as likely methods of
attracting more students. "The possibilities of curriculum recon-
struction and of changes in instructional procedures were not
receiving very muc attention" (p. 61). In fact, curnculum'is not
even mentioned in the list of concerns of these political science
instructors. "Aside from faculty personnel resourses, departments
of political science were generally concerned about office space,
library holdings, and faculty support" (p. 61).

Mil lett unilaterally chides political science instructors at all
levels for their lack of interest in evaluating- the success of their
instruction: "None of the departments involved in this study
had utilized any formal or experimental method for evaluating
the instructional effectiveness of different classroom procedures
. . . . If institutional resources had been available for the evalu-
ation of instructional procedures, political scientists would prefer
to utilize these resources to advance their knowledge of politics"
(p.58). He claims that the general attitude of instructors toward
what is to be taught and to what purpose it is to be taught, that
each faculty member is an intelligent educator, competitively'
selected, and should, therefore, be allowed to offer whatever
courses he chooses. No instructional objectives Were found to be
developed on a divisionwide basis in the community college or
in any of the other institutions studied. Furthermore, since it was
found to be especially difficult to obtain approval for new course
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offerings at the community \eollege, "Faculty members simply
adjusted the content of their courses rather than course titles.
Any resemblance between the two might be purely coincidental"
(p. 52).

Some instructors have accepted the challenge. Acknowledg-
ing that, "We've got a different kind, of student, with different'
needs; he has limitations and possibilities never before encoun-
tered or noticed in four-year colleges or universities," Rice (1972,
p. 18) has developed a course in state and local government at
Tarrant County Junior College (Texas) which uses behavioral
objectives and mastery learning techniques. The course is divided
into seven units, 40 packages, and 25 options. Each package con-
tains a set of worksheets with blanks to be filled in, using informa-
tion obtained from a set of slides with an accompanying tape
available at the college's Learning Resources Center. Grading is
based on the seven unit tests and on class attendance; a student
who scores an average of 84% on all seven tests and attends the
two -class meetings per week earns a "C". In order to earn more
than a "C", a student must complete 'as well some of the optional
material, selected from a total of 25 options, including indepen-
dent research.

The "learn by doing" approach is also used by Jansiewicz
(1974) who developed a simulation approach to state and local
politics, including behavioral objectives and student adoption of
roles to solve simulated public policy problems. Creating approxi-
mately /SO proposed pieces of state legislation ranging from abor-
tion to/zoning, and setting up the use of a two billion dollar state
budget which can be allocated among a multitude of state and
local agencies, his method draws participants-jinto competing
positions by the roles they, play. A student's participation is con-
sidered successful in 'terms equivalent to the success dimension
of his counterpart in 'real national and international politics. By
integrating theste simulation sessions into regular course material,
Jansiewicz enables his students" . . . to become exposed to public
policy in a realistic and critical manner" ( p. 38). Jansiewicz's
adoption and development of the simulation method gets stu-
dents directly involved in political processes.

Another approach to the teaching of political analysis Which
apparently ,attracts student interest is the use of political novels
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science and government at Crossmont College (California) in-
clude political novels as either a partial or complete replacement
of standard texts to complement what he calls "the basic garden
variety introductory coli?v to government" (p. 4). He asserts
that this type of novel ontains the same 'information as do
standard texts, but is much more interesting to read.

It seems clear that, although many community college
political science instructors still cling to their discipline and ig-
nore student dissatisfaction, others are beginning to consider that
student needs have changed and try new kinds of courses..

°
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Cultural Anti opology
In a 1960-61 survey Lasker a Nelson (1963) found 508

courses in general anthropology i the California community
colleges. This represented 35% of all eneral anthropology courses
offered in California colleges of all sorts (universities, state
colleges, private colleges, and junior colleges)._ Summarizing
the study, Nelson noted that physical anthropology and cultural
anthropology were the courses most frequently pffered, but he
acknowledged that a course in ,prehistory and culture growth
had been slowly gaining acceptance. According to Nelson the
three courses reflected the influence of the University of Califor-
nia ,and the state colleges, which tended at that time to limit
their lower - division. offerings to this same`choice a courses. Thus,
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it appears that anthropology courses offered in California two-
year colleges in the early L960s were designed exclusively for
transfer students. ,

Nelson condemned the anti-intellectual, nonacademic cli-
mate of the junior college and its concern,with deans rather than
content, and hoped f more "professionalism" on the part of
tv,,p-year college instructors. "Once the orientation to research
and professional growth is viewed as part of teaching rather than,
falsely, as in opposition to it, still other means than research can
be devised to Alble junior college teachers to participate actively
in their spccially chosen field of interest" (p. 534). Nelson also
felt that one oft major difficulties in teaching anthropology at
the two-year college was the community college library's lack of
anthropology-related books arid journals and the fact that those
available were beyond the 'ken of lower-division students.,

While, anthropology courses in the early 1960s emphasized
transferability, the Thrust of today's anthropology courses is quite
ano story. In 1972 Saad wrote of an experimental course at

,Way County Community College which emphasized the prac-
tical side of anthropology. The course aged the entire City of
Detroit as its classroom with the primary objective of helping
students "develop au awarene4s-and understanding of the nature
and diversity of cultural patterns and processes within. urban
areas ( p. 1-14). Studepts,met in a different part:of Detroit each
Friday evening for six weeks. Class sessions lasted from three to
12 hours and included inter\ iews with and observation of various
cultural and religious groups, including the Hare Krishnas,-the
Jesus people, a metaphysical religiOus group called the Aetherius
'Sbciety, a hippie commune, Gay Liberationists, etc. Additional

' optional class sessionswere held in students' homes for :the pur-
pose of discussing basic concepts, theories, and field methpds in
anthropology using repi;nts of articles and, ethnographic mate-
rials relating sperifically to the various kinds'of culture the stu-
dents had expCrienced first hand. Saad found this method_ eN-
trerriely effective in motivating student's to do 'additional volun-
tary field ,work, many students attended and observed various
activities, events, and cults enings on their own and
brought biick a myriad of is eas o snare with the class.Hylso
reported that even though there was no guarantee cif ,acceptabil-
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ity for transfer, students were enthusiastic about this opportunity
to study anthrc,,pology in a way that emphasized the contem:
porary and the local. He concluded that there 'are better
ways of teaching than lecturing in a classroom and better ways
a learning than taking notes, reading, textboolcs, and restating it .

'all on a test" (p. 117). s

Other instructors have also found "better.ways" of teaching
their speciality. One of these innovators is Merry of Orange Coast
College (California) who developed a television course called
"Dimensions in Cultures" (Cooper, 1974). Financed by the Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities, Merry organized this
introductory anthropology course by hiring film teams and enlist-
ing the assistance of experts in the field of anthropology from
here and abroad. "What the students will see is far removed from
the first.televised College courses which were scenes of a ,pro-
fessor talking at a podium or blackboard" (p. 18). Instead, t/yler-
ry's lessons show live- interviews with a wide range of anthroPol-

, ogy experts and actual scenes depicting various cultures. To re-
ceive three units of transfer credit, students are required to view
two 30-minute Yessons each week, pass two corresponding exams,
and on-camptq midterms and finals. For added flexibility each les-
son is broadcast four times each week and students may check out
any videotaped lesson for review at the library. This vivid class
has attracted' new kinds of students: "Already there are elderly
people, handicapped, housewives, working men, minorities, and

confined to hospitals in thecourse'', ( p. '18).
An iristictor who developed an innovative method in an-

,

thropology :teaches at Coehise College (Arizona ). Eschewing
the lecture-teitbook-note-taking-test circuit, his 'course involves

. students in actual field work in a summer -'long archaeological dig.
"The only pr'zoequisite for the student is an interest in archaeology.

The course. isj designed to teach the novice the hoes and whys
,of the subject,as well as method and technique by actual involve-

ment and prcShletn solving. In fact, the students' grades are
determined by' their ability to demonstrate that they know how
td,excavate pmperly,*record careful notes, interpret and preserve
what they find. There arc no formal \examinations" ( Meyers,"
19.10 p. 35). Students live together near the exttayation kite for
thus course. They explore eight hours each day and are given

I
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their evenings free. Their instructor reported that during the
"free" evenings informal discussions of archaeology are held fre-
quently, and that those students not pa'rticipating in the discus-
sion are often reading archaeological literature or spending extra
time in the lab. The instructor's point is that students immersed in
a subject and studying it in a practical and useful way (in this
instance, the students found Indian relics which added to local
knowledge of the area ) learn far more than students who merely
attend a lecture, read a textbook, and take notes. Furthermore,
when the course is completed, they are found to be enthusiastic
about archatology.

These course are not offered at all junior colleges, however,
nor do all faculty members feel they are needed. No doubt most
anthropology courses continue to remain focused on transfer re-
quirements Student-oriented, innoative.methods do affect course
designs, but transfer constraints, as they did a decade ago, still
remain the main motivating force
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Area and Ethnie Studies
Area studies courses are defined as broad-based interdis-

ciplinary studies of a particular region, or continent with such
courses as Asian Studies, African Studies, Russian/Smiet Studies,
Latin-American Studies, and American Studies usually placed in
this category Area studies include anthropology, archaeology,
art, architecture, economics, education, ethnic studies, folklore,
geography, history, language, law, literature, mass culture, music,
philosophy, :politic:al science, -psychology, psychiatry", public
address, religion, science and technology, sociology, and women's
studie; the full range of the humanities therefore it seems
appropriate to consider them hefe.
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fill (1967) sun, eyed 583 community colleges and found the
range of area studs courses quite limited. Re latiy ely few colleges
offered any courses concerned with ciy dization other than West-
ern civilization, only 127 offered courses dealing with the Far
East, 97 with South-Central America, 87 with North America, 47
with the Near East, 4 YY ith Africa, 27 ith Russia, and significant-
ly, only IT offered courses spanning the ciYilizations of the entire
world In this connection, his findings about community, college
sponsorships of foreign studs tours are also of interest. By far,
the largest percentage of such tours were directed toward West-
ern Europe. Sixt> a 107) of the surY eyed colleges sponsored study
tours to England, France, Germany, Italy, etc., one (.2%) to
Scandinavia, 22 (47 ) to Mexico or South America, and three
(.57)to the Middle or Far East.

According to Epstein (1967), "No student, and particularly
the student engaged in a terminal program whose formal eduba-
tion is not likely to be resumed, should leave the junior college
without some appreciation and understanding of the world of
which we ai-e now so interdependent a part" ( p: 19). This was
the primary reason for the development of Asian and African
studies courses. According to Eaton's 1969 study of Asian/African
studies, 837 of the 54 New York State community colleges re-
sponding to his questionnaire offered designated Asian/African
studies courses or had measurable amounts of infused material
in courses with other names. He found these courses to be least
likely to appear in newly established colleges and in colleges
with agricultural or technological emphases. Twenty-five com-
munity colleges had added African/Asian material to existing
courses in history. six had infused such material into anthropol-
ogy courses, four into literature courses, one into government
courses, one into comparatie economies, one into child study,
and one into Western cis ilization courses. Nineteen formal Asian
courses and 11 formal African courses were reported He con-
cluded that probably because more New York State community
college students are Black- than Asian- American, the community
colleges appeared to fay of the dey elopment of nos,: African
courses.

Eaton 1969) cui y eyed the same New Y61k community col-
leges to determine °the' non-Westein ciy ilization course offerings.
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He found 16 in Russian History or language, 15 in Latin-American
History, and three in comparative cultures. Although these figures
show that courses in areas other than Western civilization ap-
peared to be less scarce than they haft been two years earlier,
the largest gain was made in African studies. /

Ethnic studies similarly present the culture of particular
groups presumably neglected in traditional courses. They began
as a response to the demand for Black studies which still form
the majority of courses in any ethnic studies program. According
to Lombardi (1971): "While ethnic studies is prominent) a=

turejl in catalogs, schedules of classes, and an,nouncements, asualri
ly Black studies courses and programs form the major subdivision
of this interdisciplinary pattern. Mexican-American, Latin-Amer.
ican, Puerto Rican, and Cuban courses and programs are the
second most frequent components" ( p. 31). ,

As the demands of the Black studies enthusiasts were met,
other ethnic minority groups felt the time had ,come to make
similar demands for sparate courses. Thus, ethnic studies depart-
ments, programs, and ourses in two-year colleges were developed
One of the pitfalls of this evolution is that each ethnic group often
insists on a program that emphasizes its own separatism and
uniqeeness. Guerra ( 1974) claims that, "One of the gravest prob-
lems has been the fact that Mexican Americans have been com-
bined with people of other minorities and their unique identity
has been consistently ignored. The Black man, the Indian and
the Oriental have often been combined with the Mexican Amer-
ican in a sociology course offered at most colleges and univer-
sities for undergraduate students" (p. 1), a claim that has been
voiced by every separate ethnic minority group.

Since enrollment figures show more minority group students
attending two-year than four-year colleges, ethnic, studies as a
discipline is particularlylimportant in community college educa-
tion. Rirenbaum ( 1974) reports that approximately 70% of all
Black and Spanish-speaking college students, are enrolled either
in Black cdllezes or in community colleges; and that minority
group students comprise approximately one-third of the total
community college enrollment nationwide.

Green and Hernandez (1974) aver that 1967 was the first
year ethnic studies began to be developed and reported in the
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literature. The minority-oriented courses were initiated largely
as a result of minority student complaints of racism in the college
curriculum, a charge substantiated by the fact that Western
civilization bas the only civilization 'being studied and that Euro-
pean or American art, music, literature, history, philosophy, and
theater were taught as the only significant elements of that civil-
ization. According to Medsker and Tillery (1971, "To many stu-
dents from ethnic minority groups, traditional general education
programs based on a body of "common knowledge'are irrelevant,
if not outright racist. To the students' and faculty who seek td
understand all mankind, these programs seem strongly ethnocen-
tric in their emphasis on Western civilization and science", (p. 69).

Since it is easier to create a new course than to change an
existing one, courses directly aimed at minority students were
developed and only a few traditionally Western courses were
altered to incorporate (usually peripherally) minority artists,
musicians, writers, philosophers, or dramatists, into the syllabus.
Lombardi and Quimby (1971a) report that,, "Even after three
years of Black studies ferment, catalog descriptions of American
literature courses rarely mention a Black writer among those
to be studied and even more rarely indicate that a Black writer
contributed to the development of American literature. The
situation in American History is slightly better" (p. 14). The
same authors also found that the advent of Black studies courses
in the community college curriculum was largely the result of the
dernands of Black militants. This is "... the first time in the his-
tory of the community college movement that students on a large
scale have been directly involved in defining the goal orientation
of an educational program (1971b, p. 70).

Ethnic studies courses frequently have been found to re-
inforce the separatism inherent in the study of minority cultures.
For example, the literature shows that few students other than
those belonging to the ethnic groups concerned enroll in ethnic
studies (Arnold, 1973; Lombardi & Quimby, 1971b; Green & Her-
nandez, 1974). Green and Hernandez report that 85% of the total
ethnic studies enrollment at Pasadena City College in 1973-74
were minority students. Most ethnic studies courses and programs,
then, fail in one of their primary objectives: "... the ultimate
objective of Chicano studies is the Anglo community where basic
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changes and reforms must be initiated" ( Guerra, 1974, p. 13).
The inevitable conclusion to be drawn from these findings is that
if Anglo students do not enroll in ethnic studies coursework, they
will know or understand no more about their minority group
counterparts than if the courses had not been developed at all.

There are other problems to be faced. Despite the admitted
potential value of ethnic studies courses, some members of minor-
ity groups are not satisfied with what they consider to be the mere
addition of a few courses into a primarily Anglo curriculum. In
fact, a few such groups have become so disenchanted with curric-
ular resistance to their needs that they have parted ways with
traditional higher education and have developed colleges of their
own: Nairobi College (California) for Blacks and Chicanos and
DQU (California) for Chicanos and Native Americans, to name
two.

More common has been;the development of Black studies in
traditional colleges. Lombardi ( 1971) indicates the national
community college pattern:

Before 1965 only ten of the respondent colleges (five in Cali-
fornia, two in Illinois, and one each in Alabama; Michigan, and
Washington) claimed to offer courses that dealt with Black
read "Negro"or African history and culture. Even by spring
1967 only 23 of the respondent colleges were offering Black
studies. The pace quickened somewhat during 1967-68, for by
the spring of that academic year, 47.of the respondent institu-
tions had adopted Black studies courses. In 1968-69, the school
year ,immediately following Martin Luther King's assassina-
tion, 100 of the respondent colleges inaugurated their first
course in Black Studies. By spring 1970 another 95 of the re-
spondent colleges had adopted their first courses of instruction
in Black studies (p. 3-4).

Lombardi and Quimby (1971b) found that Black studies
courses tend to be offered in community colleges located in urban
areas, and are more likely to be offered in suburban than rural
areas. They also report that Black studies courses were offered
in most of the large community colleges in 1971 regardless of the
percentage of Black students enrolled, and that those community
colleges which do not offer separdte Black studies courses now
include the contributions of Blacks to various disciplines in the
traditional coursework.
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In the past the proliferation of courses designed for Black
students has drawn criticism. In their report Lombardi and
Quimby suggest that, recently, considerable restraint has been
exercised in this direction with the result that many two-year
colleges offer not enough Black studies courses rather than too
many Of the 229 institutions offering Black studies courses in
1969-70, 223 reported fewer than fiN e courses. Some community
colleges still offered such courses as Swahili and Soul Food, how-
ever (1971b, pp. 62-63).

Nevertheless enrollments have been low, probably because
Black studies courses alone seldom qualify a person for future
employment: "- tl--will nod' hire a student because he got A's in
blatk studies,' said a Black publisher, 'I want that,,but in addition
I need to know, can he write, can he type, can he copt-ribute to
my business?' (Gleazer, 1973, p: 34 ). The publisgr's attitude
is probably symptomatic of the reason why, as of 1971, only five
community colleges offered programs for majors in Afro-American
studies or Black studies: Merritt College and Los Angeles City
College in California, Forest Park Community College in Missouri,
and Prairie State College and Malcolm X College in Illinois.

Lombardi and Quimby ( 1971b) note that history (Afro -
American or History of Africa) is the most common Black studies
course offering. The second most popular is literature, a course
with smaller enrollments probably because a course in history is
frequently required for graduation, whereas a course in literature
is not. The third most popular Black studies course group in-
chides the various culture-oriented courses, those offered by
departments'of anthropology art, sociology, and humanities, and
sometimes by departments of hilosophy, religion, theater, music,
and dance Socioeconomic courses ( Black economics, institutional
racism) comprise the fourth most common curriculum group. The
fifth.group noted by Lombardi and Quimby includes integrated
courses those traditionally occidental courses which now have
infused the Black contribution's to the k arious disciplines into their
syllabi. Th sixth most common course group is that comprised
of minority ind urban-oriented courses Me hich consider all minor-
ity groups ill the same course, including police-community rela-
tions and minority literatiie.
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Lombardi (971) reported tlit although in many colleges
the Black studied movement frequently demands Black ,student
and community control over the hiring and firing of instructors,
and over the content of Black studies courses as well, am i although
at some community colleges Nairobi, Merritt, Oak Park School
of Afro-American Thought, and Malcolm X these have been
achieved, "In the majority of colleges, . . . Wcite educators will
continue in control and will also influence the evolution of Black
studies (p. 55).

California community colleges have gone a long way toward
satisfying the Chicano community's desire for programs and
courses relating directly to its ethnic identity. Guerra (1974),.
however, regrets that Chicano shidies programs have not pro-
gressed nationally: "The Mexicah American has been ignored in
the curriculum of the United States . . . . The problems of the
Mexican American have remained regional problems rather than
national problems and their importance has been reduCed accord-,
ingly" (pp. 2, 5).

A review of Fernandez' 1974 sure of California community
colleges reveals that, as is the case with Black, studies, history
courses are the most frequently offered Chicano studies courses.
Two kinds of Chicano history are most commonly listed. The first
includes such titles A Histdry of California and History of the
Americas; the second is History of Latin America, which is often
separated into two sections. before and after 1825. Other courses
which are part o.the history category are: History of Minorities,
History of Mexico, History of the Chicanos, and History of Atzlan
(Southwest U.S.).

The second most widespread category cannot really be called
Chicano studies courses at all. They are courses dealing with all
minorities as a group. The most commonly taught course in this
category is Problems of Minorities in America; others include
Police-Community Relations, the Minority Police Officer*Political
Problems of Minorities, the Psychology of Ethnic Identity, Race
and Poverty in American Life, Introduction to Racial and Ethnic
Relations, the California Child in Cross-Cultural Perspectives
s( for Childhood Education majors), Economic Development of
the Thiid World, History.of Minorities, Minority Economics, and
Minority Literature. The fact that courses addressing themselves
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to the entire range of minorities form the second largest group of
Chicano studies courses reinforces' Guerra's ( 1974) allegation
that, "Mexican Americans have been combined with peoples of
other minorities and their unique identity has been consistently
ignored" (p. 1).

tt-
,

. Interdisciplinary courses such as Introduction to Mexican-
American Culture or Hispanic Heritage form the third most com-
monly listed Chicano studies group. Fourth and fifth in this list
are, respectively, Literature/Folklore and Art History/Apprecia-
tion. Several community colleges also offer courses dealing with
political problems of minorities or political bases of modern ethnic
revolutions, Mexican-American music, Mexican and Latin-Amer-
ican anthropology, and economics. There are also special remedial
sections presented for Chicano students only, and courses involv-
ing fieldwork in the local Chicano community.

Negrete ( 197.3 ) discusses the students at Rio Hondo College,
located in a California district with a 40% Chicano population,
whom he found to be generally dissatisfied with Chicano studies.
He reports that students characterize these courses as 4 . . lacking
in Chicano feeling fnd atmosphere conducive to enhanced cul-
tural awareness, sell-identity, and motivation for Chicanos. The=
interviewed students tell of traditional methods of instruction
used by well-intentioned Chicano studies faculty which diminish
the learning potential of Chicano students" (p. 23). He analyzes
the student's attitudes as follows:

Course titles are viewed by those students as deceptions- to
'lure interested udents to classes which in reality are not much
different than their other college classes. At the base of these
course weaknesses, according to the students, is the power-
lessness felt by the students over Chicano studies faculty and
course content. The students feel that a faculty at least partially
accountable to the 'students would be more sensitive to student
needs (p. 23).

Cniz and Segura ( 1973) also complain about the traditional
teacher-orientation ,of Chicano studies courses, suggesting an
alternative emphasis Chicano studies programs should stress
off-campus expel fence as an integral part of the learning pro-
gram. Aware that many Chicano studies programs provide for
direct experience in the community through fieldwork, they
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assert that in the context of the existing programs, fieldwork is
usually considered supplemental to the academic portions of the
program rather than a necessary background for on-campus
coursework. They recommend contract learning, arguing that
"Some students find that signing a contract makes them feel a
greater sense of responsibility for achieving what they've prom-
ised to do".(p. 2Z).

Jewish studies is an even newer curciculum in American
higher education. UCLA approved an undergraduate major in
Jewish studies in March 1972, but Schmidt's 1973 survey of com-
munity colleges in California found no courses in Judaism, and .
Welch's 1972 study of community colleges across the nation
found that ''... courses in Judaism.... were so few in number as
not to be worth tabulating" (p. 78).

Although courses specifically concerned with Judaism a still
rare, many community colleges include such study in courses on
World Religions, Comparative Religion, or Introduction to Reli-
gion.- Inclusion of Judaic thought and traditions into other depart-
ments follows much the same pattern as Chicano studies progra
The resulting 'dissatisfactions are also much the same. AccQrdi
to Garber (1974b),

A number of Christian schools of higher learning offer courses
ct in classical Hebrew language and theology with various de-

grees of stress but often this is seen as praeparatio for Christian-
ity. A number of departments of r igion at recognized col-
leges and universities teach Judaism a part of the "aideo-
Christian tradition" discipline but th classes by and .large
coincide with so-called Old Testament ought and post-biblical
Judaism, areas that shed light on Christian origins, gesting
that the Jewish people is a nonhistorical entity for the two
thousand years. Thisvoid in education has in turn been the
roots of anti-Semitisrri and ignorance of the Jewish people as a 4

culture and a religion (p. 3). '

Garber uses .this argument as a rationale for the deelop-
nient of. a community college program in Jewish studies -at Los
Angeles Valley. College. In discuOng this rationale, he also

that such a program would give the Jews a:new sense of
-....eainic,:tdeutity and would aid them in their investigation of the

culture, lairguage, religion, nationality, and other aspects of their
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Although one report ("Capsules,' February 19744 has been
located V hich indicates that courses in Iew1411 classical literature;
anti-Semitism in modern times, and Jew isle 14,story are now being
offered in the Middlesex College ( New.' Jersey) community,ser-
vices program, no other information written h) any one but Garber
has been discos ered to indicate that Jew ish studies courses are
indeed being offered anywhere else.

In three separate articles ( 1973, 1974a, & 1974b), Garber
discusses the Jewish studies program at Los Angeles Valley Col-
lege ( California). Ile reports thitt this program is the first in the
nation to award an Associate of Arts Degree in Jewish Studies.
The program,' which began in fall 1972, is best described by
Garber himself.

The program insists upon a solid introduction to Hebrew lap-
guage studies To this core the student adds a variety of couse#,
sotne required and some optional. The program involves class&
ih Hebrew language, literature, civilization, Jewish philosophy,
history, sociology, religion, Yiddish literature, and Jewish
American literature Its future offerings will include classes in
Yiddish language instruction and a class in the Holocaust. Its
present program is supplemented by out-of-class cultural hours,
Jewish seminars, community action projects, a monthly depart-
ment newsletter, and the sponsorship of three clubs on campus,
including Eta Beta Rho, an academic group of Jewish studies
majors under the sponsorship of the National Association of
Professors of Hebrew (1974a, p. 46).

Many of the courses included in this program are interdisciplinary
in scope. History of the Jewish People attempts to analyze Jew-
ish outlook and philosophy, habits and customs, t aloes and ideal&
as well as Judaic historical experiences?: Hebrew Civilization I
studies the de\ elopment of Jewish self-understanding in relation

-to the intellectual climate of the en) ironment, as expressed in
the Biblical and Talmudic ages, Hebrew Cit ilization II is a course
designed to consider specific problems and trends during the
Etiropean and modern periods. Israel:- The,Thetiry and Practice
of Zionism presents a general suit e) of the historical de) elopment
of,Israel with a special emphasis on the'social and,poltical institu-
tions, combined w ith a sui el, of the geographic, economic, ethnic,
and religious compositions 4, tlic multi-) of Israel. Other courses
offered include. .(swish Religious Heritage, which intends to
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familiarize the student with what the Jewish tradition regards as
its essential genius and which provides an opportunity for the
development of an appreciation of the similarities and differences
between Judaism and the other major religious groups of the
American culture; and Yiddish Literature in English Translation,
which includes discussion of the origin and development of the
Yiddish language and its dialect structure as well as poetry prose,
and folksongs in the language from 1382 to the present.

Garber states that the objective of the LAVC Jewish studies
program are: to satisfy the cultural and intellectual, interests of
the college community and the citizens living in the area served
by the° college; to$ give students an opportunity to appreciate
Jewish heritage in all its aspects; to help students develop an
understanding of the unique Judaic contribution to world civiliza-
tion-in general, and'to Western civilization in particular; and to
tell the story, often ignored in studies at most colleges and uni-
versities, of one of the ?blest continuing cultures in fhe history
of mankind.

To ensure student interest in Jewish studies classes, Garber
recommends broadening the courses by utilizing guest lecturers,
library, theater, and museum trips, food experiences, slides, and
other ,audiovisual aids. He also suggests a topical approach to
replace the chronological approach typically employed in:cul-
ture'', classes; such approaches to include book reviews, at.tkle
reviews: journals, and person'al projects to substitute for exams,
midterms, and finals:

As more four-year institutions of higher education begin to
approve Jewish studies majors, two-year' colleges will probably
follow quit. But apparently LAVC is the only two-year college
in the nation actually offering such a major.

A similar scarcity of appropriate courses is manifested in
Native American studies programs, even though Navajo Commu-
nity College (Arizona) and Haskell Indian Junior College (Kali-
sas ) are directed toward Native Americans as students. A recent
issue of. the Community and Junior College Journal ( "Capsules,"
March 1974) carries a brief description of a new course iri the
Ethnography of the North, American Indian being offered at
Meral;nec'Conimuriity College ( Missouri). Accoiding to this para-
graph, the students study the beliefs, customs, andfeeial organiza-'
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tion of the North American hidians by 'selecting a tribe and doing
research on se\ eraliacultural aspects including world view and
religion, family life; pattenisi warfare, technology, and current
'economic trends.

At the Hehaka Sepa College of Deganfwida-Quetzalcaatl
University (DQU ) in Day is, California, Native American students
study Native American humanities, social science, and language
arts According to Cruz and Segura ( 1973), "Traditionalist educa-

tfiat is the education received by the Native Americans on
the reservation from the elders or grandpareas i`g considered very
Important 'for the Hehaka Sapa College" ( p. 18). Like their Chi=
cano counterparts at the Colegio Quepalcoatl of DQU, however,
Native :.Americans students are intensely involved in community,
participation as'an integral part of their college experience. They
also contract for thcif ovvrwitw.atiynal program and d si their
own course of ,study.

.Am'erican studies cour'ses, unlike most area studies programs
reviewed in this paper, A, v r e not develppecl in an attempt to in-
clude the stiO!, of noThWestern civ iliAjon.in the college curric-

'ulum.,Rather, they appear to have .emerged as,a way of studying
the American experience in an interdisciplinary,manner. Contrary
also to the Black, 'Chicano, Jewish, and Native ,American pro-
grams, American stud courses were ingtituteZ as far back as
193e when, a6cording to Lobe( 1969), the first American studies
program began as a graduate program at Han and University. A
number'bf other graduate schools, followed Harvard's example,
and, . _as increasing 'numbers of Ph.D.s left these/ schools to
take their places in thi faculties of undergraduate institutions, the
S'pirit'of American studies traveled with thiln to be disseminat'ed
throughout American higher educatiOn" 4. 48),

Awarently the process of .disseminating the spirit of Amer-
.

'jean stildigs is a slow one, it has. as yet, not hit the e6mmunity
college with much force. Lohof reports a ,spring 1968 Study of
Aineriean studies programs and cotirse,s,w1411 found that' kiiver
than 20 ( V) of the more than 700 junior, college's in pper4tion
across couritr.v,,0 that time included American studies co(irses-1' '

curricula.' Only line sChpol, SoutWesh-qn NtichiganCol-, 9

lege, had developed, a complote American studies. program by
1968-6g.
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Throe colleges Kingsborough Community College New
Pine Manor Junior College (Massachusetts), and Orange

Coast College (California) offer broad survey courses of Amer-
lean culture. All three call their innovative 'American studie-s
courses American Chiligtion. The course at Kingsborough con-
sists of two semesters which consider the development of Ameri-
can political, economic, social, and 6iatural life, and examine the
institution of American democracy against this multifaceted back-
ground. Pine Manor includes readings in....Mnerican History, liter-
:attire, art, and philosophy in an attenipt to identify elements
unique to American culture. Orange Coast's course utilizes a multi-

. media approach, including assigned readings, seminars, seminar
paper, live lectures, and videotaped learning programs available
for student viewing at any time-.

American studies courses at two other community colleges

emphasixe the thematic approach rather than the general survey.
-The focus of Contemporary Civilization at Northwestern Michi-
gan College, is primarily on American culture, The readings re-
quired Tor .this course give a clear indication of its emphasis:
anthologies of the works, of H. L. Mencken, writings which deal
with the Great -DepresSion, and vowels ranging from Babbitt
through the1Privisible Alan to Catch-1'227 Pine Manor Junior Col-
lege offers a course-in American Social Thought w ich covers
pertinent literature, history, religion, and philosophy fr m colonial
times fo the 1920s; special emphasis is placed-son igotry and
radical dissent. According to Lohof, Pine Manor's course is the
"archtypical American studies, enterprise one which employs
2 broad spectntin'of disciplinary methods and materials to ex-
amine a particular thread within the American experience" .(p.
50). '

Although more than 3% of the community colleges may by

now be offering Americari.studies courses, it is difficult to deter-
mine the extent of such expansion. 'According to the American
Studies Association's annual survey of these programs in the
United States (Bassett: 1973), American studies programs are
offered at El Camino (California), at -Leicester Junior College
(Masachusettsl, at ,NeWton Junior College ( Nlirsachusetts ), and

at Shelby State Community o,llege (Tennessee).



Lohof predicted, that American studies would continue to
succeed in the community college curriculum because the concept`.

. . often, recommends itself as a possible solution to many of the
pressing curricular problemi faced by junior college administra-
tors and instructors" (p. 51) . For, instance, an 'American civiliza-
tion survey often fulfills curricular demands made by state legisla-
tures while at the same time, it livens up an otherwise dry pre-
sentation of American history, or American government. Also,
"the interdisciplinary nature of the approach allows an American
.studies course to serve as a vehicle for the introduction of a
whole range of disciplinary methods and materials. The dilemma
of what to teach and what'to ignore wanes, and in its place is the
exciting challenge of creating an American studies course which
will integrate many disciplines" (p. 51): Furthermore, he implies
that the community college student would be more likely to'
choose American studies as an elective than he would be to
'choose a course in any particular clitCipline. -

.>
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Interdisciplinary Humanities
SeveralSeveral studies have reported that interdisciplinary humani-

ties courses are often favored but seldom found. Lockwood
(1967), in his study of Michigan community col)eges, folind that

a majority of the community college spokesmen advocated inter-'
disciplinary humanities courses but that only eight (36%) of the
22 college's studied listed these courses in their catalogues. Simi-
lady, in a survey of interrelated humanities courses in the South-,

east, Edwards (1971) found such courses offered in only 25 ,

(23%) of the 107 two-year colleges con"Sidered, although 97% of

the deans° and presidents questioned favored them. cardner's
(1967) survey of community college art and music programs in
Missouri revealed that administrators and faculty members ad-

,
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vocated related arts courses, but only one two-year college had
developed such a course.

Most writers agree that interdisciplinary programs are good
because they expose the student who has a tight schedule or who
will continue his education no further than the two-year college
to several subjects in a short time (Gardner, 1967; Edwards, 1971;
Lockwood, 1967; Arnfield, 1968). Others believe that interdisci-
plinary coursos are valuable even for transfer students because
such courses .recognize and somewhat ameliorate the fragmen-
tariness of compartmentalized knowledge (Smith, 1970).

Nevertheless, the fact that they are usually lauded as bene-
ficial to students seldom outweighs the tremendous problems
interdisciplinary courses create for the faculty Members who must
teach them. The most serious problem according 'to the literature
is that the faCulty is not adequately trained; few graduate schools
prepare future community colleges teachers' to be generalists or
interdisciplinarians (Lockwood, 1967; Smith, 1970; Edwards,
1971). Most community college teachers have been trained as
specialists in narrow portions of their own field, so that the En-
glish 'teacher who specializes in Eighteenth Century English Lit7,
erature might have a hard time teaching the literature of the
modern period or- including appropriate works by other-than-
British authori. Thus, the faculty member who is recruited to
teach an interdtgriplinary class runs the risk of showing his lack
of mastery of the subject matter and feeling incompetent to the
task at hand. He may claim that classes combining _disciplines
are too superficial to merit his attention and may well retreat to
the safety (A: his department after such an experience.

That 'few interdisciplinary couses.are taught by a single
instriletor (most are team taught) raises problems relating to
specialized knowledge_ Different instructors naturally perceive a
course in "humanities" differently, and unless the right dombina-
tion of instructors is found, personality conflicts are likely. In ad-
dition, some instructors try to make "humanities" their course,by
insisting that literature (or whatever their subject) is more re-
presentative of the history of human thought and values than
any other discipline, and therefore deserves more time and em-
phasis.

$8
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Team teaVing also gives rise to the problem of integrating
subject matter. Frequently, courses called "interdistiplinary" are
those courses in which an art instructor lectures on his/ subject
one day, a music instructor on his the next, and so on. This serial
teaching forces the student to make correlations between dis-
ciplines that his teachers have been unable, or unwilling, to make.

Another pervasive problem facing anyone attempting to
create an interdisciplinary humanities course is what to include.
Edwards (1971) found that most community college humanities
courses cover basically the same matior epochs and the same great
works of each epoch. However, some courses include the works of
non-Western man as well as the widely-recognized works about
which Edwards writes while others teach only contemporary
works or culture up to, but not including, the 20th century.

A further difficulty encountered in the "what, to include"
question is that of which disciplines to consider. Edwards' study
found that in the southeastern states, literature was almost al-
ways included in interrelated humanities courses and philosophy
and music were seldom offered. Some courses purport to include
"art, architecture, philosophy, religion, customs, economics, agri-
culture, music,. war, health and welfare, fashion-, science and
technology, government, literature, and great cities," while others
may cover only music and visual art (Edwards, 1971). The dilem-
ma clearly emerging is that the goals of most interdisciplinary
humanities courses make it desirable to include all 'disciplines
whereas the limitations of time and teacher knowledge make
teaching everything virtually impossible in any but a superficial
way.

This leads to another serious concern: determining the ap-
propriate objectives for such a course. Gordon (1969), an i?istruc-
tor at Yale, claims that the objectives for iriterdisciplinary htrman-
ities courses are usually abstract and nonsensical.; "Toe talk of
understanding 'Man in the Universe' is nonsense; even to narrow
this down to a unit entitled The Search for4Truth' is equal non-
sense" (pp. 681, 682). Yet most community college, interdi-
ciplinary humanities courses bear such titles and propose to
pursue such objectives. Alpena Community College (Michigan )
defines the objectives of a-humanities course: "To develop in the
stir:lent an appreciation for and a layman's understanding of the
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ways through'which man-has expressed his inner feelings about
the world in which he lives' ( Lockwood, 1967,p! 76). Edwards
(1971) agrees that the goals of the humanities are undefinable in
concrete, exact terms, but he apparently is not bothered by this
fact! ". .. in such courses one cannot always know either what the
objective is or if it has been realized ;Intl] years later when the
student is hying by or profiting from ideas and values he may
have been exposed' to in some humanities course (p. 4).

According to Maxwell ( 1968) this problem of defining goals
in concrete, exact terms is at the root of the relative decline of the
humanities in American education. Quoting The Commissiorton
the Humanities, he states:

... -,

v rif The goals of the humanities are to further our Understanding
".. . of such enduring values as justice, freedom, virtue, beauty,
and truth," to prOvide us with wisdom and the ability to make
judgments, to provide us understanding of cultures other,than
our own, and for others an understanding of our own culture, to
encourage creativity and'concern Tor man's ultimate destiny,
to.produce better men, "to give us a sense of man's innate worth

. and of his infinite capacities" (p. 82).

Maxwell goes 'on to say that no one knowt.how study of the
humanities in general or the study of one or another discipline
in particular contributes to the .attainment of these goals. He sug-
gests that the first 4step toward 'remedying this situation is "to

., escheW all -statements of goals, as specific to the humanities,
..,0 - which have as their primary basis,only the sympathetic reverbera-

tions of an audience of like-minded humanists . . . State eats
of the c;iaisclof the humanities should include (as 'specific th4eto)
only Those goals for'ywhiCh there "is a basis for thinking them
furthered by, and speCific to, the humanities. . . , ,It is at best
doubtful-that the wonderful legacy of ,Bernini is eny,closer to the
'core' of our present culture than is the.spark plug" (1969, p: 78).

In addition to the above problems,' additional issues .a,re at
stake, issues that would bi. easier to deal with if the humanities'
nefittlous 'goals were defined,, the question of w Inch disciplines,
cultures, and epochs to in tide we e settled, -the clash of personal- a

ities were resolNed, and 'the i' e about teacher merspecializa-
.tion were clarified. One such', additional issue. is the potential
nontransferability of in tet disciplinat y courses. In Florida where
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secondary schools, four-year colleges, and the universities offered
, interdisciplinary- humanities courses, 66% of the two-year colleges

offered interdisciplinary humanities courses of their own in
1970 (Edwards, 1971). In other states, however, attempts to
institute interrelated courses have been thwarted by administra-
tive and faculty fear that they will be nontransferable; as a result,
the tendency of both groups is to "play it safe" (Lockwood, 1967).
Edwards reports that at one community college in Georgia a
deceptive title, "Literature in the Western World," is used for a
course including literature, visual arts, music, and philosophy, and
that, by this dissimulation, the college has insured the transfer-
ability of the course credits.

Another problem frequently cited as a reason not to offer
interdisciplinar,y humanities courses relates to the students them-
selves. In Edwards' study 91% of the faculty members who were
teaching interdisciplinary courses claimed that the kind of stu-
dent who takes the 4urse affects the success of the course. One
instructor offered the comment that, ". . . reading the Iliad pre-
sents insurmountable iproblems When one can hardly read Little
Red Riding Hood" (I). 43). But in Locicwood's study, "It was
geileiak agreed that the humanities course should call for ex-
tensiv eading fil'Om primary toprce material: texts and com-
mentaries, current periodicals and' journals" (p. 179). The prob-
lem of heavy reading has been attentuated by at least one inter-
disciplinary humanities instructor (Watzulik, 1972) who has
developed a course which uses no textbook and demands no
written exams. In this instructor's class, grades are lased on
participation in discussion, a 300-word commentary on a program
or field trip, and a personal project in one of the arts.

The fact that many community college students hold jobs
has frequently been given as a deterrent to offering a "good"
interdisciplinary humanities course. Edwards found that less than
half the instructors teaching integrated. humanities courses re-
quired student attendance at-concerts, lectures, exhibits, etc., as
part of the course; the reason given was that working students
cannot attend events held at night. Yet, at least one community
college solved this problem as artfully as the instructor who
solved the heavy, reading requirement: in 'Honolulu an inter-
disciplinary course including aft-religion, architecture, and music

.
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emphasizes off -campus tours and,, ectures. In order to make it
k possible for working students to participate in the class, 411 lec-

tures and tours are taped so that an absent student can listen
at any time to a lecture he has missed. He can also check out
a "inultimedial pack," consisting of a cassette tape recorder with
an earplug and shoulder strap, a map, a study guide, and a reac-
tion sheet, which enables him to take the tour whenever it is
convenient for him to do so.

One final impediment to interdisciplinary humanities courses
which is noted in the literature is the community college student's
alleged pragmatic mind-set. This time the problem is otie of

, ? attitude. According to Lockwood, the student `tends to endow
with importance only those courses which appear to be demon-

:, strably 'useful' or clearly applicable to a prescribed course of
study" ( p. 182). When describing a humanities course for gen-
eral education students of Macomb Community College ( 1968),
Arnfield explains:

Previous exp6rience with the Macomb students in other liberal
' arts courses indicated that they were hostile and skeptical with

regard to the fine arts. Although the majority of_students",come
-from substantial economic backgrounds, of the approximately
400 students originally selected for the program, only three
had ever visited an art gallery, or a museum, heard a symphony

Q orchestra perform, or witnessed a professional stage play. in
spite of their lack of knowledge and experience with these
aspects o,f the humanities, or perhaps because of it, the stu-
dents held tenaciously to negative opinions in regard, to the
arts and social history in general. They were usually rigid,
conservative, and ethnocentric in their judgments (p. -211) .

i

She reports that these obstacles werg o ercome by making socio-
cultural oftasiotts, enjoyable. For examp r, before each off-campus
event, "coketail" parties were held at the home of a faculty '

4. member. Another aspect of the Macombprogram which undoubt-
edly helped contribute to its success was the total interrelated-
ness of the general education "blocks" which combined to make
up a special program for students with no particular transfer or
vocational goals: "When the Humanities area studies the myth-
ological concepts of creation, Social Science discusses the origin
,and growth of society, Natural Science the various scientific
theories of creation and Communications emphasizes the contro-
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versy that may arise from such divergent points of view by hav-
ing the students read the play Inherit the Wind" (p. 214). The
success of the Macomb approach appears to be a clear case of
faculty's sensitivity to students' needs and. structuring innovative
programming in response.

At least two other community colleges have arranged their
general education programs on an interrelated, humanities-based

,mroach.,Lees College (Kentucky) has structured its entire cur-
riculum around the theme, "Man in his Total Environment: Focus
on Southern Appalachia," and Hesston College (Kansas) has
operated a "Foundation Studies Program" since the fall of 1970.
Both programs were funded by the National Endowment for the
Humanities.

Thus, it would appear that even though problems are legion
and" obstacles rampant, reports of successful interdisciplinary
humanities courses are frequent enough to warrant optimism.
14 seems that it is not so much the student's approach which
must be changed as it is the attitude of humanities faculty mem-
bers and administrators who must design their curriculum to
accormodate the student. Above all, they must mitigate- their-
tendency to play it safe.
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Conclusion

It is difficult ,to judge curriculum -trends from a literature
review. Community college pilrsonnel write little relatiye to their,
four-year .,counterparts, hence, much that is, actually happebipg
cannot be covered irr a summation of this type. N:evertheloss, at
the risk of perpetuating a broad lity, it seems safe to.,,say
that the humanities arc not AN is ely col-
leges.

in two-year ol-
leges. The problem is not inadequate financing in "fact, instruc-
tion in the humanities tends to be less oxpeA4c thwt instructions
in vocational-technical or pre-profesSional areas. Rather, it seems
to be that community college boards, adminisfiators,sand 4state-
leN,e1 planners sue a plethola of roles,for the community, colleges
and the' perpetuation and dIffusitm orthe hfirnimitiey8ccupies

fi
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a priority status far below that of career education, remedial
studies, adult basic education, and student guidance-. Further,
course titles and content differ from one institution to another
and from time to time NN ithin the same college; today's reports
are quickly outdated. And the curri.cultiin itself is protean within
the limitations of the institution's forms..

However certain recurrent themes dominate the literature
and are worthy of note. Chief among th9se is that the curriculum
is barely amendable to faculty modification. Rather, the litera-
ture holds, it is dominated by the transfer institutions' fluctuating
requirethents and,. aboxe all,. by the students who tend to want
readily applicable programs.

In writing about music (but applicable to all disciplines)
Mason (1968) asserts that jtinior colleges are caught between
Scylla and Charybdis: on the one hand is the need to maintain
college parallel programs that are markedly like the programs a
student would find if he were enrolled in the lower dix ision of
a four-year institution. on the other, is The need of the college to

,be independent, planning its courses for the benefit of its own
students. The lack of statewide obiectiN es for the entire spectrum

.of humanities teaching, he notes, is responsible for the absence
of consistent course offerfrigs_in community colleges within a
single stilte, even sometimes within a single district. The result
is confusion some schools 4)r individual departments have devel-
oped courses and programs in the humanities designed for ,non-
transfer students. others rely on the assurtiptiOn that what is good
for transfer*students is good for ion- transfer students as well.

The transfer institutions' changin g requiic-rnerits- have some
posith& effects they force faciiltyMi iadministrators to exam-
ine their courses. History and foreign languages offer examples.
As course mandates disappeal. history leads in interdisciplinary
exploration, much of ,which is due to the desire _to attract stu;,
dents to optional courses. And, for ,,the samp reasons, Tofeign
language departments have turned to "conversational" courses,
showingdistinct gains in student preferences %%hen these are
ptifs-ad:

The -pragmatic students lead to Additional activities on the_
part of the staff. _Write's on political science and history pro-
grains in particular lament the students' lack of interest in ideas.

it
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Yet theinimanities,-by.defi74ition,tie impractical, and herein lies
the dilemma. Tbe community college that prides it on ``gliy ing

them what they want"; c,4 innot require that whichaoes not lead
to direct .benefit. In the words of one commentator, by forcing
humanities courses, on its students:. it' denim its philosophy

_ Yet the sales of paperback classics continue to rise. Who is
reading them? 6--(Incfrts and dance programs are well-attended
Who Ls going? The problem may he not in lack of interest irlithe
impractical but inisornething mare fundamentally relate-At()
schooling itself. ScRools are whc.Te.tine does what one must in
order to survive on the schools' own' the schools' own
pace. The humanities are supposeg to' leAl to reflection, contem-
.plation, joy,. and epecially,feeli* Their nature -denies being
.cut into 15 three-hour weekly segments with textbook's, midterm'
and finar.exams, and.grade markr The htioraitiNes are diminished

"tire Comrritmit,y ;:olleges not 1pecairse ctE lack of interest in the
human- -condition but-because Pie-y- have It:en wracked on the
wheel.of thescho-Ol'as.,an institiifionaf form.

When schools Were accepted as the, place where some seg-
ments popnlation had to he, they ethrlil'introdrce-esoteric
portions of -.the littirranities, the person saw art in his own

:home could. have his hofizons broadened .by being exposed to
new.artists-through a course format. Bat even now nothing stands
between -the person 'vho has never tfiken 4 -course in art and his
appreciating art. The opportunity' to learn about art,. to see it,

- experience it; is all around him, The on-campiis art exhibit no

matter how -limited 'may lx 'et lore important than the course
that offers myriad slides, flashing hy, howevei- .appropriate the
commentary which acccanpanies this still projection. Here is where

- impjages on curriculum designers. low can we give
credit, get flilTinciakaid from the state, and ake tiP.'a faculty
teaching load for; an art exhibit, a recital, a lecture series With
attendance-optional, or an al fresco dramatic production? Faced
with dilemina4liey yield, change Unirse titles and tinker with

>content:,
,,Actlially. those who promulgate the humanities 'in the two-

,yz/sa-r colleges may he inadvertently aiding in their diminution
/by insisting that they he iequired fof Students ,wishing to, transfer

eventually to four-ye,ir (-olleges and universities Exceedingly
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few community college matriculan\N. adhere to these require-
_

ments, fewer than 1O of them obtain' Associate in Arts degrees
and transfer and onl) an additional 1()`; or so transfer without
the degree. Many of those who do find they cats study the hu-
manities in greater breadth as well as depth at the senior institu-
tion. The requirements, then, sere e is a w ill-o-the-wisp, leading
humanities' curriculum planners to rely on them to fill their classes
while at the same time ping them to the transfer institutions'
own shifting curriculum preferences.

Still, the proportionate drop in enrollments is alarming. The
colleges have expanded rapidly but humanities show a lower
growth rate with few new instnictors being employed.,Most of
the growth in enrollments is among part -tine and ev ening stu-
dents and exceedingly few humanities courses are presented in
the evening. It is not unusual to find a college with a full schema
of German, Frent:11,'and Spanish, courses iin the catalog offering
only a few conversational 'muses at night, no language instruc-
tion at all during the day Some colleges turn to interdisciplinary
courses to keep students enrolled. And where they have vigor-
ously pursued curriculum modifications on a program-wide basis
as opposed to one shot "experimentation-) the senior institu-

tions have yielded.The more marked becomes the scramble_ for
students, the' mote likely this will pro\ e the case

The arguments for the humanities ring true. Eiirich ( 1974),
writing in Toper's 1-earning for Tomorrow: The Role of the
naive in Edlicati(6-cunis them: - .

It is ironic that humanists, impressed by little-understood
"scientific methods," should have adopted an approach ill-
suited to their subject matter and so contributed to their pwn
decline as science grabbed man's imagination. The "objec-
tive," 'seemingly value-free presentation, the precise and de-
tailed analysis of facts, have led the art of criticism to a high
point of polish in humanistic disciplines

Yet the materials of the humanities are hardly neutral In
an age of overchoice and high-speed change, students face ex-
traordinarily complex decisions Through clarification of their
values, . :young people can be helped to make more intelli-
gent, more considered choices Yet even in the humanities we
see some teachers, in a desperate attempt to ape the "hard
sciences," avoiding the difficult, but critical, issue of values.

The basic materials of the humanities speak of belief, hope,
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aspiration. They explain our views on time-present and time:
past. Often, they foreshadow the future. All the more pity that
the student's encounter with the great hUmanistic works has
ceased to be a moving, vicarious, personal experience' that en-
ters the consciousness and remains capable of affecting, his, or
her present life and shaping the future (pp. 145, 146).

Most to be lamented in a curriculum review is that faculty
leadership shows through only sparsely end indisti.nctlY. The
argument that the curriculum cannot he made worthy because
the pragmatic (read "benighted") students would not appre-'
ciate it and because some superordinate agency will not force '

them to take it does not stand. Exciting, active, living engage-
ments with ideas, tastes, and values dp attract audiences the
cinema and stage have, survived commercial television. The fa-
culty that determines to break out of The classroom-locked, lec-
ture-recital course offerings will find, the transfer institutions'
opposition melting away, even as the students return.4

Withal, many questions remain / If course formats must be
pursued, how can respectiible huma ities courses he designed for
students interested in career educa ion? Can humanities content
he infused in occupational program ? It seems idle for humanities
advocates to sit back and wait for he current emphasis on career
education to abate.

Much of the curriculum and instniction in tbe humanities
.is archaic, ,beamed toward, an andience no longer present. Are
statements of precise objecti es "incompatible with the human-
ities, as disciplines of organized 'knowledge? If so: how can the
humanities commend themseheS to students who want to know
what they are getting and where they are going? The human-
ities cannot sustain support indefinitely in a generation of mass
higher education if their relationship to current concerns fails
to he explicated.

Curriculum in the commtiri'ity college is dominated by trans-
fer institution requirements and by student desires for programs
Of immediate benefit. Perhaps so, but to conclude therefore that
it is beyond control is unsavory. Can the humanities not survive
on their own merit in an institution dedicated to giving people
What they ware The question is here now. We believe they
can but their ,modes of presentation and sequence must he altered.
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firm? What is best 'for the students? Fm the faculty? lnterdis-
ciplinarianisni as att-eaction against the analytic styles emanating
from the' research-dbminated disciplines seems a first step, a step
being taken in seyeral colleges. On the other hand, it-may be a
fad res isited, A ntkme aY\ ay from the false coin of objectivity
seems a second, parallel step. Pet baps the teaching of methods of
analysis dominates in the humanities today because values are
'Hided' If so, yy e can find vi ay s of confronting y aloes even with-
out simultaneously unposing them This, too, is being done in the
classrooms.

The future of the community college is bound to its com-
munity, not to the research-based' academic disciplines. What
formats can he employed to enhance humanistic thinking and
acting throughout the college diAtrict? The many well-produced
open circuit telex ision wiles Way e only scratched the surface.
Can these be fused withtidier types of offerings in a more con-
centrated elfin t? Wh:it ty pes of cooperatiYe efforts are best devel-
oped between colleges and liluaties, museums, art centers, and
other colon al agencies? And hOw Ns ill the college faculty fit in?

Much remains 'to be learned so that guidance to college plan-
tiers can he ploy ided The humanities y ill undoubtedly persevere
in the colleges in one or another guise. Hut it is important to
discover enough knou ledge so that a sound foundation may be
built and sustained.
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